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Appendix 2
Methodology
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Methodological Approach for Landscape and Visual Assessment

Introduction
1.

The methodology used by Michelle Bolger Expert Landscape Consultancy (MBELC) when
preparing evidence on landscape and visual issues is based on Guidelines for Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition 2013 (GLVIA3) prepared by the Landscape
Institute/Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment. The methodology
also identifies where the approach adopted has been informed by the consideration of
specific landscape or visual issues by the courts or by inspectors at public inquiry.

2.

Landscape/ townscape effects are effects on the fabric and character of the landscape/
townscape. Visual effects are effects on people and are concerned with the impact of
the proposals on the amenity of those people who will experience visual changes as a
result of the proposals.

3.

GLVIA3 sets out the processes that should be followed in the preparation of a Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA), required for development that is the subject of an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), and for a Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA)
required for development that is not the subject of an EIA. With regard to the
differences between a LVIA and a LVA, GLVIA3 states that ‘the overall principles and the
core steps in the process are the same’1 and sets out the differences in defined
procedures as follow:
‘As a ‘standalone’ appraisal the process is informal and there is more flexibility,
but the essence of the approach - specifying the nature of the proposed change or
development; describing the existing landscape and the views and visual amenity in
the area that may be affected; predicting the effects, although not their likely
significance; and considering how those effects might be mitigated – still applies’.2

1
2

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 26 Paragraph 3.2
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 26 Paragraph 3.2

Baseline Assessment
4.

GLVIA3 sets out the factors that should be considered in establishing a study area and
determining the baseline conditions. (GLVIA3 Page 32 Paragraphs 3.15-3.17) ‘For the
landscape baseline the aim is to provide an understanding of the landscape in the area
that may be affected - its constituent elements, its character and the way this varies
spatially, its geographic extent, its history (which may require its own specialist study),
its condition, the way the landscape is experienced, and the value attached to it.’3

5.

The value of a landscape is: ‘the relative value that is attached to different landscapes
by society, bearing in mind that a landscape may be valued by different stakeholders
for a variety of reasons...A review of existing landscape designations is usually the
starting point in understanding landscape value but the value attached to undesignated
landscapes also needs to be carefully considered’.4

6.

The NPPF in paragraph 170 states that:
‘Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and
local environment by: (inter alia)
a) protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, sites of biodiversity or geological
value and soils (in a manner commensurate with their statutory status or
identified quality in the development plan);

7.

Valued landscapes include nationally and internationally designated landscapes. The
statutory status of nationally designated landscapes is set out in the National Parks and
Access to the Countryside Act 1949 and the CROW Act 2000. This status is reflected in
NPPF Paragraph 172 and local planning policies.

8.

NPPF 170 Valued Landscapes are not restricted to designated landscapes. GLVIA3 on
page 84 in Box 5.1 provides a list of factors that are useful in indicating landscape value
‘in cases where there is not existing evidence to indicate landscape value’. This list of
factors has been considered useful by Inspectors in their appeal decisions.

9.

Judgements about the value of a landscape are recorded on a verbal scale of high,
medium and low with an overall conclusion that if the landscape in which a site is
located has ‘high’ value this is likely to equate to a NPPF paragraph 170 ‘Valued
Landscape’.

3
4

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition, 2013, Page 32, Paragraph 3.15
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition, 2013, Page 80, Paragraph 5.19
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Landscape Effects
10.

Landscape effects can be effects on the fabric of the landscape or on landscape
character. Effects on landscape character often extend beyond the site itself and are a
consequence of visual changes which affect the pattern and character of the landscape.

11.

The assessment of the sensitivity of the landscape is directly related to the type of
development proposed. Landscape Sensitivity is derived from: ‘combining judgements
of their [the landscape receptors’] susceptibility to the type of change or development
proposed and the value attached to the landscape’5. As identified above, the value of
the landscape is assessed as part of the baseline, whereas the assessment of the
susceptibility to change of a landscape must be tailored to individual projects and
‘should not be recorded as part of the landscape baseline but should be considered as
part of the assessment of effects’.6

12.

The susceptibility to change of a landscape is: ‘the ability of the landscape receptor
(whether it be the overall character or quality/condition of a particular landscape type
or areas, or an individual element and/or feature, or a particular aesthetic and
perceptual aspect) to accommodate the proposed development without undue
consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement of
landscape planning policies and strategies’.7 Judgements about the susceptibility of
the landscape are recorded on a verbal scale of high, medium and low and the basis for
the judgements is made clear and linked back to evidence from the baseline study as
required by GLVIA Para 5.43.

13.

Judgements about sensitivity of the landscape are a result of combining judgments
regarding value and susceptibility. This is recorded on a verbal scale of high, medium
and low and the basis for the judgements is made clear.

14.

Judgements about the magnitude of change for landscape effects are recorded on a
verbal scale of high, medium, low and negligible, based on the principles set out in
GLVIA3 paragraphs 5.48-5.52 which includes a consideration of scale, geographical
extent and the duration and reversibility of the landscape effects.

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 88 Paragraph 5.39
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 89 Paragraph 5.42
7 Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 88 Paragraph 5.40
5
6

3

15.

Judgements about the overall significance/ importance of landscape effects, are
recorded on a verbal scale of major, moderate and minor, based on the principles set
out in GLVIA3 paragraphs 5.53-5.57.8

16.

The underlying principles are summarised in GLVIA Figure 5.10 (Page 92) which has been
adapted below.

Loss of mature or diverse landscape elements,
features, characteristics, aesthetic or
perceptual qualities
Effects on rare, distinctive, particularly
representative landscape character

More Significant
/Important

Loss of higher-value9 elements, features,
characteristics, aesthetic or perceptual
qualities

Loss of new, uniform, homogenous elements,
features, characteristics, qualities
Effects on areas in poor condition or of
degraded character

Less Significant
/Important

Effects on lower value landscapes

Figure 1 – Scale of Significance/Importance
(Derived from GLVIA3 Figure 5.10 Page 92 Scale of Significance)

8

9

Significance of effect is the term used when undertaking an LVIA as part of an EIA.
The Figure on Page 92 says ‘loss of lower-value elements’, but this is an error in the text identified in GLVIA3
Statement of Clarification 2/13 8-07-13. It should read ‘Loss of higher-value elements’.

.

4

17.

The reasons for reaching the final judgments on landscape effects are always made clear
in the text. However, the following diagram in Figure 2 can assist in understanding the
way in which the judgments regarding landscape sensitivity and magnitude of change are
combined to reach a final judgment on the significance/importance of the landscape
effects.

.

Figure 2 (MBELC) – Significance / Importance of Effects

5

Visual Effects
18.

Judgments about visual effects are derived from a consideration of the sensitivity of
visual receptors to the proposed development, and the magnitude of change to their
existing visual amenity. Changes in landscape character may also be a result of visual
changes but these are considered under landscape effects.

19.

GLVIA3 provides guidance on the relative sensitivity of different visual receptors (GLVIA3
paragraphs 6.31-6.37). In summary, the most sensitive receptors are:
•

Residents at home;

•

People engaged in outdoor activities whose attention is focused on the
landscape and view; and

•
20.

Visitors to locations where views are an important part of the experience.

The least sensitive receptors are:
•

People engaged in outdoor sports or activities which do not depend on an
appreciation of views; and

•
21.

People at their place of work (although this can vary).

The sensitivity of road users varies. People on busy or main routes are considered to
have medium or low sensitivity, whilst users of rural roads or scenic routes will have
medium or even high sensitivity.

22.

Judgments are recorded on a verbal scale of high, medium and low. Visual receptors
who would be affected by the development are identified in groups and their sensitivity
assessed combining issues relating to their susceptibility and the value attached to the
views affected.

23.

Judgments about the magnitude of change for visual effects are recorded on a verbal
scale of high, medium, low and negligible based on the principles set out in GLVIA3
paragraphs 6.38-6.41 which includes a consideration of scale, geographical extent and
the duration and reversibility of the visual effects.

6

24.

‘Significance of visual effects is not absolute and can only be defined in relation to each
development and its specific location’10. Judgments about the overall importance of
visual effects are recorded on a verbal scale of major, moderate and minor, based on
the principles set out in GLVIA3 paragraphs 6.42-6.45. The underlying principles are
summarised in Paragraph 6.44:
‘There are no hard and fast rules about what makes a significant effect, and there
cannot be a standard approach since circumstances varied the location and context
and with the type of proposal. In making a judgement about significance of visual
effects the following points should be noted:
•

Effects on people who are particularly sensitive to changes in views and
visual amenity are more likely to be significant.

•

Effects on people at recognised and important viewpoints or from recognised
scenic routes are more likely to be significant.

•

Large-scale changes which introduce new, non-characteristic or discordant or
intrusive elements into the view are more likely to be significant than small
changes or changes involving features already present within the view.’11

25.

The reasons for reaching the final judgments on visual effects are always made clear in
the text. However, Figure 2 above can assist in understanding the way in which the
judgments regarding visual receptor sensitivity and magnitude of change are combined
to reach a final judgment on the significance / importance of the visual effects.
Final Note

26.

Intermediate judgements such as medium/high or minor/moderate are also used in the
assessments where the judgment falls between two levels. Where such a judgement is
reached there is no intended difference to be derived from which judgment comes first –
so medium/high is the same as high/medium and moderate/major the same as major
/moderate.
Last Updated September 2020

10
11

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 115 Paragraph 6.42
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013 Page 116 Paragraph 6.44
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1

Executive Summary and Conclusions

Review of Site Selection Process

1.1

Scottish Power Renewables (SPR) are in the process of consulting with regard to a
Development Consent Order (DCO) under the Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIPs) consent process for two offshore Windfarms known as East Anglia ONE North and
East Anglia TWO (the Offshore Windfarms). This review, commissioned by Substation Action
Save East Suffolk (SASES), concerns the location of the onshore Substations and associated
National Grid (NG) connection substations.

1.2

SPR have considered a number of potential locations for the Substations and chosen a site
near Friston (the Friston Site) as their Substation Refined Area of Search (Figure 01 Location
of Sites).

1.3

In August 2018, Michelle Bolger Expert Landscape Consultancy (MBELC) was instructed by
Substation Action Save East Suffolk (SASES) to:
•

Prepare a review of the site selection process undertaken by SPR.

•

Undertake a high-level landscape and visual appraisal of locating the
Substations on the Friston Site.

•

Undertake a high-level landscape and visual appraisal of locating the
Substations on an alternative site on land owned by EDF Energy. This site was
put forward in a joint letter to Secretaries of State, dated 11 May 2018, from
the three local planning authorities concerned with the application1.

1.4

SPR identified 7 potential locations (Zones) for the Substations (Onshore Study Area and
Potential Substations Zones2, Appendix 4) The zones fall into two groups. Zones 1-4 are

1
2

Suffolk Coastal District Council, Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council
Dwg No EA1N-EA2-DEV-DRG-IBR-000687
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located closer to the coast3 (coastal locations) either within or close to the Suffolk Coasts
and Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Zones 5-7 are located inland,
further to west, (inland zones).
1.5

At a series of Public Information Days (PIDs) during March 2018 (Phase 2 consultation) the
public were asked to comment on the locations, but the question asked showed ‘survey
bias’. It was not an open question but a proposition, concerned with only one aspect of the
locations (visual impacts on the AONB). It was skewed to eliciting a positive response to an
inland location.

1.6

Despite the survey bias and the lack of a Phase 2 PID in the village most affected by the
inland locations, a slight majority of respondents to the question described in 1.5 above
preferred a coastal location to any of those locations further inland offered by the
Developer as options for EA1N and EA2. However, it is notable that a large majority of
those who commented in more detail preferred a coastal location. The key reasons given
being:

1.7

•

Making use of existing infrastructure;

•

Locating close to the existing large-scale energy development; and

•

Less impact on villages and residents.

The three Councils concerned with the application (Suffolk Coastal District Council,
Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council) responded to the consultation to say
that the approach to site selection should be ‘to minimise the degree of harm or impact on
public and residential amenity, landscape character and heritage assets notwithstanding
the boundary of the AONB.’4

1.8

Following the Phase 2 Consultation SPR published East Anglia TWO and East Anglia ONE
North Summary and Approach to Site Selection (Site Selection Report) May 2018, which
summarised the post Phase 2 site selection process.

3
4

Zone 4 is not a coastal location, but it is closer to the coast and to Zones 1-3 and has been grouped with them
Letter from Suffolk Coastal District Council, Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council dated 17 April 2018
(Appendix 3)
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1.9

A Red Amber Green (RAG) Assessment was undertaken of all sites.5 The full details of this
assessment, and in particular the landscape and visual assumptions that underlie it, have
not been provided to the public. At the request of the Friston Village Working Group a
note/memo was issued by SPR entitled Summary of Onshore Substation Site Selection RAG
Methodology & Matrices (RAG Methodology & Matrices) (Appendix 5) This document provides
some additional detail but insufficient to comply with the Guidelines for Landscape and
Visual Assessment 2013 (GLVIA3) recommendation that the basis of judgements regarding
landscape and visual effects is ‘transparent and understandable, so that the underlying
assumptions and reasoning can be examined by others.’6

1.10

Despite not being fully informed of all the assumptions on which the RAG Assessment is
based, a review of the RAG Methodology & Matrices has identified a number of significant
anomalies:
•

The Landscape Character and Sensitivity assessment, ought to have
distinguished between landscape susceptibility and landscape value.

•

The results suggest that landscape value may have been double counted in the
assessment, firstly with regard to the location of the sites and then buried in
the conclusions with regard to landscape sensitivity; and

•

There are clear inconsistencies in judgments when the assessment of inland and
coastal zones is compared.

1.11

Following the RAG Assessment an AONB special qualities assessment was undertaken. Annex
A: Onshore Substations- Suffolk Coast and Heaths AONB Impact Appraisal (AONB Impact
Appraisal). The study acknowledges that there are a number of characteristics of the
coastal sites which would lessen their landscape susceptibility to large-scale electrical
infrastructure. Conversely the inland sites are ‘susceptible to change in their own terms,
relating to the ability of the existing rural landscape character (which is relatively less
modified by existing energy developments), to accommodate substation development of
this scale. There are also inherent visual sensitivities due to the proximity of rural
residences and small-scale rural villages to these zones, and potential physical landscape

5
6

Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 2 Section 2
GLVIA3 Page 46
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effects resulting from the onshore cable route crossing of existing woodland at Aldeburgh
Road.’7
1.12

As the brief was to consider the potential degree of harm to the AONB for each zone it was
a foregone conclusion that in the end the study recommended that the site selection
process should concentrate on ‘the western zones, which are located well outside the
AONB, in areas where the substations would not affect the special qualities of the AONB or
its immediate setting.’

1.13

In addition to the RAG Assessment (the full detail of which has not been released) and the
AONB Impact Appraisal (the full detail of which has been released) SPR undertook a highlevel landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) 8. We have no detail of this study
except its conclusion that ‘Zone 7 affects fewer landscape and visual receptors overall9.
Again, we cannot examine the underlying assumptions and reasoning behind this conclusion.

1.14

The Site Selection Report states that the conclusion reached with regard to Zone 7 is based
on advice from its legal and technical advisors, the detail of which we do not have, so we do
not know the width that factors other than landscape and visual considerations were given.
The Site Selection Report also states that the conclusion reached was based on a
consideration of comments from statutory and non-statutory consultees and the public.
However, the results of the PID survey and the letters from the Councils do not appear to
have informed the decision.
Landscape and Visual Appraisal

1.15

We have undertaken a high-level Landscape and Visual Appraisal of both Zone 7 (Friston
Site) and the EDF site put forward by the Councils.

1.16

The Friston Site is located in Landscape Character Areas (LCA) L1 Heveningham and
Knodishall Estate Claylands. (Figure 02 Landscape Character) LCA L1 is identified as having a
particularly unified character, a peaceful, deeply rural ‘backwater’ with little intrusion
from modern development. The site lies between the overhead transmission lines, which

7
8
9

6.2 summary
Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 3
Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 3
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are more than 1km from the northern edge of the village which includes Friston Parish
Church (Grade II*). Although not a designated landscape it is a valued landscape, containing
many of the characteristics noted in valued landscapes10.
1.17

The site has been identified as having medium/high susceptibility to large-scale electrical
infrastructure. Susceptibility is the ability of a landscape to accommodate a particular form
of development ‘without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation
and/or the achievement of landscape planning policies and strategies’11 This is due in
particular to:
•

The proximity of the village;

•

The role of the site in providing a setting for the village;

•

The presence of Friston Parish Church which forms a local landmark;

•

The general lack of large-scale infrastructure apart from the overhead
transmission lines which are more than 1km form the village; and

•
1.18

The existing perceptual qualities of a tranquil deeply rural landscape.

The simple arable land cover pattern reduces the susceptibility of the area while other
aspects, such as scale, enclosure and landform indicate some susceptibility.

1.19

Being a valued landscape the overall sensitivity of the landscape, which is a combination of
susceptibility and value, to large-scale electrical infrastructure is medium/high. The
magnitude of change to the landscape would be large due to the scale of the development,
its height and extent and its incongruity. The overall impact on the character of the
landscape surrounding the site would be moderate/major adverse.

1.20

There is potential for major adverse visual effects due to the proximity of high sensitivity
receptors in Friston and the potential for the development to dominate the northern edge
of the village, including from across the village green.

1.21

The EDF site is mostly located within LCA K3 Aldringham and Friston Sandlands LCA. (Figure
02) It is within in an area of significant contrasts. The presence of the coast is not obvious

10
11

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment Box 5.1 Page 84
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 88, Paragraph 5.40
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in the area surrounding the site but the presence of the two Sizewell Power Stations, the
overhead transmission lines, the Greater Gabbard Substation and, to a lesser extent, the
Galloper Substation are evident. The area also contains some scenic areas which are
representative of the special qualities of the AONB. The site is located within the AONB and
therefore was deemed to be national value when the AONB was established in 1970. Since
1970 the quantity of large-scale infrastructure for electrical generation and transmission in
this area has increased significantly.
1.22

Our assessment identifies that the site has low/medium susceptibility to large-scale
electrical infrastructure due in particular to:
•

The level landform;

•

The presence of large-scale energy generating and transmitting infrastructure;

•

The presence of existing screen planting along Sizewell Road and Lover’s Lane;

•

The lack of sensitive landmark features; and

•

The lack of a sense of remoteness and tranquillity due to the existing largescale infrastructure.

1.23

Other aspects, such as scale, land cover pattern and the proximity of Leiston indicate some
susceptibility.

1.24

The location of the site within the AONB and the national value that this implies means that
although the susceptibility of landscape is low/medium the overall sensitivity is
medium/high. The magnitude of change to the landscape would be medium because the
scale of the development would not be out of keeping with the scale of the surrounding
infrastructure. The overall impact on the character of the landscape surrounding the site,
including a consideration of its AONB status, would be moderate adverse.

1080 R01 East Anglia North One Final.docx

Conclusion

1.25

Our assessment has concluded that there would be significantly less harm to existing
landscape character and to visual amenity if the Substations were located on the EDF site.
The siting of such infrastructure in a landscape that is already characterised by large scale
energy infrastructure would reduce their incongruity and limit the harm to the landscape.
In contrast, the landscape surrounding the Friston site has a deeply rural, unified character,
with limited intrusion from modern development. The substations could not be
accommodated without significant harm to the local landscape, the setting of the village
and the visual amenity of residents of Friston.

1.26

We do not have confidence in the site selection process undertaken by SPR because, with
regard to landscape and visual effects, it is not transparent and is marred by buried,
unidentified assumptions.

1080 R01 East Anglia North One Final.docx

2

Introduction

Introduction

2.1

Scottish Power Renewables (SPR) are in the process of consulting with regard to a
Development Consent Order (DCO) under the Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIPs) consent process for two offshore Windfarms known as East Anglia ONE North and
East Anglia TWO (the offshore windfarms). The onshore elements for the offshore
windfarms include grid connections and onshore substations. It has been proposed that the
onshore substations for East Anglia ONE North and East Anglia TWO are located on a single
site. SPR are also actively engaging with the National Grid (NG) to include a National Grid
Energy Transmission (NGET) substation on the same site12. The combined footprint is at
least 12 hectares. This review describes all three as the Substations. In addition, NG is
considering the location of two inter-continental connectors – Eurolink and Nautilus - to be
connected to the National Grid at Sizewell. The footprint of these two inter-continental
connectors is likely to be around 8 hectares.

2.2

At Stage 2 of the public consultation SPR considered a number of possible locations for the
Substations and chose a site near Friston (the Friston Site) shown on their SPR Indicative
Onshore Development Area Plan dated 14/05/18 (Appendix 2) as the preferred site;
described on the plan as ‘Substation Refined Area of Search’.

2.3

In August 2018, Michelle Bolger Expert Landscape Consultancy (MBELC) was commissioned by
Substation Action Save East Suffolk (SASES) to:
•

prepare a review of the site selection process undertaken by SPR

•

undertake an appraisal of the landscape and visual impacts of locating the
Substations on the Friston Site

12

East Anglia TWO and East Anglia ONE North Summary and Approach to Site Selection May 2018 Page 1
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•

undertake an appraisal of the landscape and visual impacts of locating the
Substations on an alternative site on land owned by EDF Energy (EDF Site)
located close to Sizewell Nuclear Power Station. This site has been put forward
as a preferred site by the three local planning authorities concerned with the
application13 in a letter to Rt Hon Greg Clark MP14 and Rt Hon James
Brokenshire MP15 dated 11th May. (Appendix 3)

2.4

Figure 01 shows the zones considered by SPR, the Substation Refined Area of Search and the
Councils’ preferred site.
Landscape and Visual Appraisal Methodology

2.5

The methodology used in this assessment is based on the principles set out by the Landscape
Institute (LI) and Institute of Environmental Management Assessment (IEMA) in the
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment 2013 (GLVIA3), and guidance from Natural
England in An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment 2014.

2.6

GLVIA3 sets out a number of key objectives for all assessments which this appraisal adopts:
•

Assessments should be written in a narrative style that is easily understood by
all those who might be interested;

•

Tables should be used to summarise and support the descriptive text, not to
replace it;

•

The length and complexity of the assessment should be proportionate to the
size and complexity of the development and the receiving landscape and to the
purpose of the assessment; and

•

The underlying assumptions and reasoning for judgments made in the course of
the assessment should be transparent and understandable.

13
14
15

Suffolk Coastal District Council, Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Department for Housing, Communities and Local Government
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3

Review of Assessment undertaken by Scottish Power Renewables

Introduction

3.1

This section interrogates the selection process undertaken by SPR which has resulted in the
Friston site being chosen as the preferred site for the refined area of search.
Phase 1

3.2

The phase 1 consultation was held in October and November 2017 and Public Information
Days (PIDs) were held at Orford, Southwold and Lowestoft and Leiston. The Public
Information Boards contained the following information with regard to the Grid Connection:
‘To comply with the statutory duties under Section 9 of the Electricity Act 1989 (HM
Government 1989), the preferred connection design should be the most economic and
efficient when considering both offshore and onshore works. National Grid therefore

undertook a subsequent review in 2017, which concluded that connecting both the
proposed East Anglia TWO and East Anglia ONE North projects in the vicinity of
Sizewell and Leiston is the most economical solution , the key factor being the much

shorter onshore cable route required. Both windfarms’ physical connection to the
electricity transmission network will be into the existing pylons along the overhead
lines in the vicinity of Sizewell and Leiston, with National Grid’s required
infrastructure located as close as possible to existing pylons.’16 (emphasis added)
3.3

Question 5 on the feedback form was as follows:
‘We are searching a large area to find a suitable location for substations for our
projects (see Board 8). Our preferred location would be the most economic and
efficient with least impact. Options to the south west of Leiston will involve

underground electrical cables being laid in the grounds of properties on the Aldeburgh

16

SPR Public Information Boards as
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Road and as such may require the purchase of property, and are therefore not our
preference. Options to the south east of Leiston could potentially affect the Suffolk
Coast and Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). (emphasis Added)
Have you seen Board 11 regarding constraints to development? If yes, where would you
place our substations?
3.4

It has not been possible to identify Board 11 but an Onshore Study area is identified on
Board 8 which is the same Study Area as shown on the Indicative Onshore Development Area
Plan (Appendix 2).

3.5

The SPR website does not provide a summary of responses to Question 5.
Phase 2

3.6

A second round of consultations was undertaken between 17 March 2018 - 25 March 2018
consisting of a number of further PIDs held in Lowestoft, Southwold, Leiston, Thorpeness,
Aldeburgh and Orford. The consultations included a Plan entitled – Onshore Study Area and
Potential Substations Zones17. (Appendix 4) This plan showed the same study area as
identified at Phase One with seven Zones identified – numbered 1-7. They fell into two
groups. Zones 1-4 are located closer to the coast and east of the Aldeburgh Road (coastal
locations) and Zones 5-7 are located inland, further to west and west of Aldeburgh Road
(inland zones).

3.7

At the PIDs a feedback form was provided and Question 6 related to the location of the
Substations. The question was “We are currently searching within our agreed study area to
find a suitable location for our projects’ substations (see Board 5 and our interactive map).
An assessment of the landscape impacts specifically in relation to the Suffolk Coast and
Heaths Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) was undertaken. All sites to the West of
Aldeburgh Road (B1122) would avoid significant effects on the special qualities of the AONB.
In your view, should potentially adverse visual impacts on the AONB be avoided by
placing our substations west of the Aldeburgh Road (B1122)? (Emphasis added)

17

Dwg No EA1N-EA2-DEV-DRG-IBR-000687
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3.8

The actual question, which is highlighted in bold above, suffers from ‘survey bias’. It is not
an open question asking for preferences with regard to location but a proposition. It is
asking a question regarding only one aspect of the choice of the locations (visual impacts on
the AONB) and is skewed to eliciting a positive response. It omits any of the references from
the Phase 1 consultation to choosing the location that is most economic and efficient with
least impact.

3.9

Friston Parish Council (PC), the closest village to Zone 7 had not been contacted directly as
part of Phase 1 (informal consultation) or informed in good time for Phase 2 PIDs18 nor were
any of the meetings during the Phase 2 consultation held in Friston or Knodishall (the
villages most affected by the inland locations).19

3.10

Despite the survey bias in Question 6 and the lack of a local venue, the number of
respondents who disagreed with the SPR proposition was greater than those who agreed. Of
those who replied to Question 6, 54 respondents answered “yes”, and 55 respondents
answered “no” to this question. 23 respondents did not answer this question.20 If the
question had not contained a bias towards eliciting a ‘yes’ answer and had there been
better local representation it very likely that there would have been a much larger majority
for siting the Substations east of Aldeburgh Road (the coastal location) rather than west of
Aldeburgh Road (the inland location).

3.11

The detailed breakdown on the feedback which is collated in Table 4 Feedback on site
zones21 reveals that by far the majority of people who chose to add a comment to their
answer were in favour of siting the Substations east of Aldeburgh Road. From my reading of
Table 4, 41 of the 55 respondents who preferred a coastal location explained why and only 8
of the 54 respondents who preferred an inland location commented. This is also likely to be
a result of the biased question, which encouraged people to say yes who may not have had
strong feelings either way.

3.12

The final section on Table 4 relates to postal respondents and also provides information on
the comments with regards to other questions (the details of which are not provided). With

18
19
20
21

See letter from Michael Mahony to Joanna Young/Gillian Lang dated 3rd July
The meetings were held in Lowestoft, Southwold, Leiston, Thorpeness, Aldeburgh and Orford
Public Information Days Feedback Summary. May 2018 Page 4
Public Information Days Feedback Summary. May 2018 Page 5
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regard to the other questions, 47 people made comments about the location of the
Substations and of these 42 preferred a coastal location for the Substations and only 5
preferred the inland location.
3.13

The comments, from all questions, address issues that are not mentioned in Question 6. The
key reasons given for preferring the coastal location are:

3.14

•

Using existing infrastructure;

•

Locating close to the existing large-scale energy development; and

•

Less impact on villages and residents.

The Councils22 also formally responding to the consultation in a letter dated 17 April 2018
(Appendix 3). The letter outlines a number of principles that the Councils wish to see
adhered to in the site selection for the onshore elements of the project.
1) Site selection should seek a location / locations which minimises visual harm to the
landscape, recreational, and residential receptors. This may be achieved through:
a) A close visual relationship to the existing built environment;
b) The screening by existing blocks of woodland or belts of trees;
c) A location that offers the ability to minimise the need for the additional building
height required by noise attenuation structures;
d) The minimisation of bulk and height of the structure(s);
e) The minimum footprint required; and
f) Careful design of the structure(s).
2) Sites both inside and outside the AONB should be properly considered. Although in
policy terms a site outside the AONB is to be preferred; in the first instance the
approach should also be to minimise the degree of harm or impact on public and
residential amenity, landscape character and heritage assets notwithstanding the
boundary of the AONB.

22

Suffolk Coastal District Council, Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council
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Site Selection

3.15

Following the Phase 2 Consultation SPR published East Anglia TWO and East Anglia ONE
North Summary and Approach to Site Selection (Site Selection Report) May 2018. This
document contains a summary of the site selection process undertaken following the Phase
2 consultation.

3.16

The Site Selection Report begins with the statements that ‘ScottishPower Renewables (SPR)
has recently concluded work in order to inform our onshore site selection process and
ultimately inform the decision of a preferred zone for the location of two SPR substations,
(one for East Anglia ONE North and one for East Anglia TWO, and one National Grid Energy
Transmission (NGET) substation. This technical work has been done in parallel with phase 2
of our consultation process where we received feedback from members of the public to
inform our site selection.’ (emphasis added)

3.17

The Site Selection Report sets out the technical work on site selection process as follows:
•

Red Amber Green (RAG) Assessment of all sites23

•

Identification of six key themes to be further explored24

•

Consideration of alternatives ‘in the context of the comments and consultation
feedback of both statutory and non-statutory consultees, the public and
potentially affected parties.’25

3.18

The result of that process was the Choice of Zone 7 as the ‘most appropriate options for
further development.’26 This review considers each of these stages in turn.

23
24
25
26

Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 2 Section 2
Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 3 Section 2 continued
Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 5 Section 3
Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 5 Section 4
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RAG Assessment

3.19

The conclusions of the RAG Assessment are presented in the Site Selection Report simply as
a summary table27 without any supporting information about the assumptions behind the
assessment or access to the detail of the assessment.

3.20

On 30th May, in response to requests from the Friston Village Working Group a note/memo
was issued by SPR & Royal Haskoning DHV entitled Summary of Onshore Substation Site
Selection RAG Methodology & Matrices (RAG Methodology & Matrices) (Appendix 5). This
included a more detailed summary table entitled RAG Assessment – SPR substation results.
This document is not available on the SPR website.

3.21

One of the difficulties encountered in interrogating the SPR documents is that the original
RAG assessment (rather than the summary provided in the Site Selection Report) uses a
different system for identifying the seven sites than the one adopted in the Onshore Study
Area and Potential Substations Zones Plan28. (Appendix 4) The RAG assessment groups the
site as western (inland) and eastern (coastal) sites and numbers them from West to East
rather than from East to West. The table below identifies the two different descriptions
used for each site and the remainder of this report will use both descriptions when referring
to a site for clarity. The Zones are also shown on Figure 01 in Appendix 1 to this report.

27
28

We have assumed that the yellow category in this table is the same as the ‘amber’ category in the title Red Amber Green
Dwg No EA1N-EA2-DEV-DRG-IBR-000687
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Table 1: Names used in the SPR documents
Site Selection Report
Leiston Onshore Study Area and
Potential Substation Zones29

3.22

RAG Assessment
Figure 3 Potential Substation Zones
and AONB30

Zone 1

E3

Zone 2

E4

Zone 3

E2

Zone 4

E1

Zone 5

W3

Zone 6

W2

Zone 7

W1

The RAG Methodology & Matrices begins ‘The purpose of this note is to provide a summary
of the methodology, assessment and matrices associated with the Red Amber Green (RAG)
scoring in the Onshore Substations Site Selection RAG Assessment report (to be provided in
full with the Preliminary Environmental Impact Report Chapter 4 Site Selection and
Assessment of Alternatives).’

3.23

It is very unhelpful to be told that the information provided is only a summary of a more
extensive report which is being withheld. It is entirely unclear why the Onshore
Substations Site Selection RAG Assessment report which has been commissioned by SPR
and used to inform the site selection, cannot be issued now. If it contains information
and/or assumptions on which SPR is basing its decisions it should be available to all
statutory and non-statutory consultees. It is very unsatisfactory to be analysing the
summary conclusions of a report when the underlying assumptions have not been identified.
The summary conclusions of an assessment on their own cannot comply with the GLVIA3

Dwg Nos EA2-GEN-DG-IBR-000241 14/02/18, EA1N-EA2-DEV-DRG-IBR-000687 & EA 1N -EA2-DEV-DWG-IBR-000687
07/03/18
30 Dwg No EA2-DB-0056
29
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recommendation that the basis of judgements regarding landscape and visual effects is
‘transparent and understandable, so that the underlying assumptions and reasoning can be
examined by others.’31
3.24

The RAG Methodology & Matrices note sets out the methodology employed only with regard
to the following aspects of the study which are considered in more detail in the following
paragraphs:
•

It lists the Categories considered.

•

It identifies and assesses areas sufficient for a single onshore substation only,
despite the SPR preference for co-locating both substations and the national
grid connection.

•

It states that Appendix A provides ‘the specific definition of each Red / Amber
/ Green category.’

•

It identifies that there has been a relative approach to scoring. (‘the
performance of the options relative to one another, along with professional
judgement, have influenced the criteria of the Red / Amber / Green as well as
the scores given)

•
3.25

It identifies that there is no weighting between Categories.

The RAG Methodology & Matrices states that ‘RAG is a standard assessment tool used in the
pre-EIA process to assess the potential risks to proposed development options’ (emphasis
added). Whilst it is entirely correct that SPR needs to ‘assess the potential risks to
proposed development options’ it is not the same exercise as assessing the potential
environmental impacts of development options, which ought to be a separate exercise. If
considered at the same time as the consideration of potential environmental impacts, it has
the potential to contaminate the process and the results.

3.26

The RAG Methodology & Matrices in fact provide two slightly different lists of categories.
Neither of them is entirely consistent with the RAG Assessment – SPR substation results
table.

31

GLVIA3 Page 46
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Table 2 – Categories
Page 1 Paragraph 3 of RAG

Page 2 Paragraph 2 of RAG

RAG Assessment – SPR

Methodology & Matrices

Methodology & Matrices

substation results table

Archaeology/ heritage

Archaeology

Archaeology

Ecology

Ecology and nature

Ecology

conservation
Landscape / Landscape and

Landscape and visual

Landscape

Hydrogeology and flood risk

Hydrology and

Visual,
Hydrology and
Hydrogeology,

3.27

Hydrogeology

Engineering,

Engineering and design

Engineering,

Community

Community

Community

Property

Property

Property

Planning

Planning

Planning

Without the full assessment it is not possible to fully examine the RAG Assessment – SPR
substation results table. The RAG Assessment – SPR substation results table qualifies the
Landscape category with ‘See Appendix C Table C.1 for explanation of RAG scoring’.
Appendix C Table C.1 has not been provided and the assumptions contained in it are
therefore unidentified and the reasoning is left unexplained.

3.28

In addition, the RAG assessment identifies two Sub Areas within each zone (E.g. Sub Area
W132 and Sub Area W1a). We have assumed that each of the Sub Areas is capable of siting
a single Substation. The Sub-Areas do not necessarily have the same score and the total
RAG score is the sum of both Sub Areas. The RAG Assessment – SPR substation results table

32

Option W1 is Zone 7
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refers to figures 3.3 to 3.9 which we assume show the location of the sub areas, but these
figures have also not been released.
3.29

Despite not being fully informed of all the assumptions on which the RAG Assessment is
based, a review of the RAG Methodology & Matrices has identified a number of significant
anomalies and these are set out in the following paragraphs.

3.30

One of the subcategories under ‘Landscape’ is Landscape character and sensitivity to
development. Appendix A gives the criteria as follows: Red = Higher identified sensitivity,
Amber = Moderate, and Green = Lower. These are not criteria they are the judgements.
They do not help to understand the criteria, the underlying assumptions, on which these
judgments are based. As we do not know the assumptions on which these judgements have
been based we do not know if they are based on current best practice as set out in GLVIA3.

3.31

Landscape sensitivity as defined by GLVIA3 is is derived from: ‘combining judgements about
susceptibility [of the landscape] to the type of change or development proposed and the
value attached to the landscape’.33
•

The susceptibility to change of a landscape is: ‘the ability of the landscape
receptor (whether it be the overall character or quality/condition of a
particular landscape type or areas, or an individual element and/or feature, or
a particular aesthetic and perceptual aspect) to accommodate the proposed
development without undue consequences for the maintenance of the baseline
situation and/or the achievement of landscape planning policies and
strategies’.34

•

Landscape Value ‘the relative value that is attached to different landscapes
by society, bearing in mind that a landscape may be valued by different
stakeholders for a variety of reasons...A review of existing landscape
designations is usually the starting point in understanding landscape value but

33
34

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 88, Paragraph 5.39
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 88, Paragraph 5.40
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the value attached to undesignated landscapes also needs to be carefully
considered’.35
3.32

It is particularly important in this instance that landscape value has not been ‘double or
triple counted’ by being included in the subcategory ‘Potential to affect the special
qualities of the AONB’ and/or the second category ‘Proximity to Special Landscape Areas
(SLA)’ and then again in the assessment of Landscape character and sensitivity to
development. Because we have not been told the assumptions on which the judgments are
based we cannot tell if double or triple counting has occurred. We can only suspect this has
occurred from the results.

3.33

To be consistent with GLVIA3 the title of this landscape sub-category ought to have been
Landscape Character and Susceptibility not sensitivity. A number of the assessments in the
category are very surprising and this leads to the conclusion that landscape value has
encroached on this category. For example, Both W1 and W1a (Zone 7) are assessed as
‘green’ implying lower landscape susceptibility, whilst E2 & E2a (Zone 3) are assessed as
amber, ‘moderate’ susceptibility. E2/ Zone 3 is a fairly featureless, flat, intensively farmed
landscape, adjacent to a relatively busy road from which there are views of Sizewell A and
B. In contrast Zone 7 is an attractive undulating landscape, displaying many of the
landscape features identified as valued for the local landscape character area and providing
an unspoilt rural setting for the village of Friston. As set out in Section 4 of this report, we
consider that in terms of landscape character, W1/Zone 7 has medium/high susceptibility
to the large-scale electrical infrastructure. Although this review contains an appraisal of the
EDF site rather than E2/Zone 3 we consider that those two sites have similar susceptibility
to large-scale electrical infrastructure and we consider that the EDF site has low/medium
susceptibility (See Section 5).

3.34

We understand that a key difference between the two sites is that E2/Zone 3 is partly
within and partly adjacent to the AONB whilst W1/Zone 7 is at some distance from it. This
difference should be recognised in the appropriate assessment (landscape value) and should
not be allowed to ‘leak into’ other assessments.

35

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 80, Paragraph 5.19
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3.35

E2/Zone 3 is also identified as amber with regard to the subcategory ‘opportunity to utilize
existing features for screening’ whilst W1/Zone 7 is assessed as green. Again, Appendix A
provides no criteria on which these judgments are based. Grove Wood appears to be close
to W1/Zone 7 but it lies on the opposite side of Grove Road and provides no screening for
the key receptors – users of Grove Road, users of the Public Rights of Way (PRoW) that cross
W1/Zone 7, and residents of and visitors to Friston village.

3.36

E2/Zone 3 is also identified as amber with regard to the subcategory ‘visual sensitivity to
development’ whilst W1/Zone 7 is assessed as green. Both E2/Zone 3 and W1/Zone 7
contain PRoWs and in this respect have similar visual sensitivity to development. However,
E2/Zone 3 does not have an adjacent village, currently largely unaffected by large scale
infrastructure. It is not clear on what basis E2/Zone 3 has been assessed as having greater
visual sensitivity to development’ than W1/Zone 7.

3.37

We have highlighted these differences, not to say that E2/Zone 3 should have been
preferred over W1/Zone 7 - as there may be other, non-landscape and visual issues that
make it less suitable - but to draw attention to the fact that the comparative landscape and
visual assessments carried out in the RAG assessment contain significant inconsistences.
Even without being provided with full information on the underlying assumptions behind the
conclusions of the RAG assessment, the conclusions themselves can be seen to be unsound
and therefore should not have been relied upon to inform the next stage of the Substations
site selection process.

3.38

Of all the zones considered W1/Zone 7 is by far the largest. Within in, the RAG Assessment
has identified two Sub Areas, W1 and W1a for the RAG Assessment. Based on the Substation
Refined Area of Search both W1 and W1a are located to the west of Grove Road. We have
been provided with no information as to why the area to the west of Grove Road has been
preferred to the area to the east of Grave Road which represents more than half of Zone
7/W1. (See Figure 01, Appendix 1)
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Identification of six key themes to be further explored

3.39

The Site Selection Report identifies six key themes for further exploration:
•

Site selection relating specifically to the Suffolk Coast and Heaths AONB.

•

The specific landscape and visual impacts of the proposed substation
infrastructure.

•

Construction impacts relating specifically to access to the substation zones.

•

The crossing of the Aldeburgh Road to facilitate a cable route to the west of
Leiston and other pinch points along the cable route, including in particular
effects on setting.

3.40

•

The inclusion of Sizewell land within the Onshore Study Area, and

•

Cumulative assessment in relation to National Grid Ventures (NGV) projects.

In order to address the first of these, an AONB special qualities assessment was undertaken.
Annex A: Onshore Substations- Suffolk Coast and Heaths AONB Impact Appraisal (AONB
Impact Appraisal). This study, as the name suggests only considered the potential for effects
on the AONB. As the four coastal sites are all either within or close to the AONB, it is
inevitable that the development of large-scale infrastructure on these sites will have an
adverse impact on their special qualities though the degree of adverse impact might vary.
The three inland zones do not have any inter-visibility with the AONB and it is therefore
equally inevitable that no matter how great the landscape and visual harm might be to the
local landscape character, it would not constitute harm to the AONB special qualities.

3.41

It is entirely proper that an assessment of the harm to the AONB special qualities is
undertaken and that the sites in or close to the AONB should be assessed in terms of their
relative effects. However, it is not reasonable that it should be carried out as a
comparative assessment with sites that are not inter-visible with the AONB. Indicative of
this is the fact that the individual inland zones were not considered and only W3/Zone 5
assessed as a generic example of an inland zone. It is inevitable that the generic W3/Zone
5 was found to have no significant impacts on the special qualities of the AONB because it
was located outside the AONB and its setting.
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3.42

The study identifies a number of characteristics of the sites in or adjacent to the AONB
which would lessen their landscape susceptibility to large-scale electrical infrastructure. In
particular:
•

The existing influence of overhead transmission lines, Sizewell Power Station
and large-scale electrical infrastructure associated with two existing wind
farms, which have a notable influence on the perceived landscape and scenic
quality of the area;

•

Other urban development influences;

•

The intensively farmed arable land with agricultural fleece/polythene and
outdoor pig rearing in this area; and

•

The potential to consolidate large-scale electrical infrastructure development
in an area which is already influenced by this form of development.36

3.43

In contrast the inland sites have far fewer characteristics that might be considered to lessen
their landscape susceptibility to this form of development. 6.2 Summary of the AONB Impact
Appraisal) states that:
‘Although the zones to the west are not subject to landscape designation, the western
zones are however, susceptible to change in their own terms, relating to the ability of
the existing rural landscape character (which is relatively less modified by existing
energy developments), to accommodate substation development of this scale. There
are also inherent visual sensitivities due to the proximity of rural residences and
small-scale rural villages to these zones, and potential physical landscape effects
resulting from the onshore cable route crossing of existing woodland at Aldeburgh
Road.’37

Summarised from Section 6 Conclusions. It is interesting to note the similarity between this professional assessment and the
comments from the public (para 31.3 above).
37 6.2 summary
36
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3.44

However, because the purpose of the appraisal was to identify potential effects on the
AONB, the study has to ignore the susceptibilities it has identified and conclude that the
site selection process should concentrate on ‘the western zones, which are located well
outside the AONB, in areas where the substations would not affect the special qualities of
the AONB or its immediate setting.’ This conclusion is the inevitable consequence of the
brief set for the study. It could have been reached without undertaking the study at all.
What the study has identified is that the inland zones are also susceptible to change and
potentially more susceptible as they are relatively less modified by existing energy
developments and because of their inherent visual sensitivities.

3.45

The second key theme is ‘The specific landscape and visual impacts of the proposed
substation infrastructure.’ The Summary and Approach to Site Selection states that ‘We
have also undertaken a high level landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) on siting
substation infrastructure within the zones we have identified. This work concludes that
Zone 7 affects fewer landscape and visual receptors overall when compared to zones 2 and
3. This assessment also identified that Zone 7 benefits from substantial screening as a
consequence of existing woodland. In addition, there are notable opportunities for further
effective mitigation in the form of new woodland planting.’38

3.46

Although we are provided with the AONB Impact Appraisal in full, even though its
conclusions are a foregone conclusion, we are not provided with the high level landscape
and visual impact assessment (LVIA) the conclusions of which are certainly not a foregone
conclusion. The high level LVIA has been requested by SASES on a number of occasions.
Unlike the AONB Impact Appraisal, the reasoning behind the conclusion of the high level
LVIA that Zone 7 affects fewer landscape and visual receptors is not transparent and cannot
be examined.

38

Summary and Approach to Site Selection Page 3
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3.47

The third and fourth ‘key themes’ are concerned with construction access and crossing the
Aldeburgh Road. The Site Selection Report concludes that ‘SPR believe there would be no
lasting significant impact on the ecology or cultural heritage’ as a result of the cable route.
Although this review does not cover ecological or cultural heritage impacts SASES does not
accept that \SPR have done sufficient work to show that there would be no lasting
ecological or cultural heritage impacts. If dense woodland is removed on either side of the
Aldeburgh Road this would also have lasting landscape and visual effects.

In addition,

selecting one of the inland sites, all of which require a long cable route, will inevitably
result in significant temporary landscape and visual impacts.
3.48

The fifth key theme is the inclusion of Sizewell land within the Onshore Study Area. The
conclusion reached by the Site Selection Report that ‘EDF and Magnox land at Sizewell is
not available or appropriate for acquisition’ has been questioned by the Councils.39 It is
not within the scope of this review to judge whether the land is available or not. However,
given that the Councils consider that ‘on balance this location within the AONB would
outweigh any other site in the wider countryside in the vicinity’ 40 this review has
undertaken a high level LVIA assessment of the EDF site alongside a similar assessment of
the Friston Site.

3.49

The final theme, the issue of Cumulative impacts in relation to National Grid Ventures
projects is beyond the scope of this report.

39

Letter from Suffolk Coastal District Council, Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council dated 11th May (Appendix 3)

40
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SPR’s Onshore Site Selection Decision Making Approach

3.50

The Site Selection Report states that the final stage in the site selection process was taking
a balanced view using:
•

The advice of industry leading legal advisors;

•

The advice of industry leading technical advisors;

•

SPR’s project experience; and

•

Consideration of the advice: ‘in the context of the comments and consultation
feedback of both statutory and non-statutory consultees, the public and
potentially affected parties.

3.51

We do not have the full advice from the landscape and visual technical advisors so cannot
fully examine whether the conclusions reached by SPR accurately reflect that advice. We do
have a record of public comments and the letters from the Councils. It is hard to see how
the feedback from members of the public has informed the site selections when, despite a
question biased towards an inland location, more residents were in favour of a coastal
location and expressed this strongly in their number of comments. Local Public opinion as
channelled through the Councils also indicates that the opinion of the public and affected
parties has not informed the decision.
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4

Landscape and Visual Appraisal – Friston Site (Zone 7)

Introduction

4.1

This high-level landscape and visual appraisal (LVA) considers the existing landscape
character, the value of the landscape and its susceptibility to large-scale electrical
infrastructure. It also considers the potential for adverse visual effects.
Existing Landscape Character

4.2

The Substation refined area of search north of Friston (W1/Zone 7), (the Friston site) is
located in National Character Area 82: Suffolk Coast and Heaths close to the boundary with
NCA 83 South Norfolk and High Suffolk Claylands. Within the recent Suffolk Coastal
Landscape Character Assessment – for East Suffolk Local Plan – July 201841 (Suffolk Coastal
Landscape Assessment) it is located within Landscape Character Area (LCA) L1 Heveningham
and Knodishall Estate Claylands which is an Ancient Estate Claylands landscape type (LT).
(Figure 02) It is immediately adjacent to K3 Aldringham and Friston Sandlands LCA which is
an Estate Sandlands LT and lies both south and east of the site.

4.3

The Special Qualities and Features of LCA L1 are (emphasis added):
•

Its special qualities are its particularly unified character - a peaceful, deeply
rural ‘backwater’, focused on farming.

•

There is little intrusion from modern development, especially in the more
remote western part. Whist some conversion has taken place of agricultural
buildings, the remoteness of the area has helped protect it from development
pressure, and it has likely changed little in the 20th and 21st centuries.

41

The Suffolk Coastal Landscape Character Assessment – for East Suffolk Local Plan – July 2018 was prepared as a supporting
document for the Suffolk Coastal First Draft Plan. It has not yet been adopted but as the most recent assessment it is good
practice to use it as the most up to date information on landscape character.
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•

Heveningham Hall and park is valued for its historic interest, links with
Capability Brown and scenic setting for events such as Country Fairs in the
area.

•

Special Areas of Conservation and SSSI designation across a series of ponds at
Dews Farm, Bramfield, noted for its population of Great Crested Newts.

4.4

Strategy Objectives for LCA L1 include:
•

Protect the unspoilt, quiet, and essentially undeveloped rural character of
the area.

•

Protect the plateau landscape from visual intrusion of development in areas
beyond this character area e.g. from new tall vertical features such as masts or
turbines or new urban development.

•

Protect the landscape from development of a scale that harms the prevailing
light, scattered nature of the existing settlement.

4.5

The Friston site is typical of LCA1. Friston is a small village connected by a network of quiet
lanes. The overhead transmission lines which cross the northern edge of the site are the
only intrusive large scale, modern development in the area. However, the transmission
lines are also more than a kilometre distant from the village and, whilst visible, they do not
have a notable influence on the perceived landscape and scenic quality of the whole area
and in particular they no not define the character of the settlement or its setting.

4.6

The Friston site, indicated as the Substation Refined Area of Search on Indicative Onshore
Development Area42 lies between the overhead transmission lines, which form the northern
and north western boundaries, and the village edge to the south. The eastern boundary is
formed by Grove Road and the western boundary by a footpath and field edge. Another
footpath runs through the middle of the site in a north/south direction. The current land
use is arable. The site is composed of a number of fields with the field boundaries generally
marked by hedgerows.

42
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4.7

The village has a loose knit structure. The Friston Church (the Church of St Mary the Virgin
Grade II*) is located on Church Road at the northern edge of the village. It lies within a
generous churchyard and its location on the edge of the village accentuates the visibility of
the church tower. The tower forms a landmark when seen from the landscape to the north.
Nestled amongst mature trees, it signals the presence of the village. In the landscape to
the north of the village, close to the substation Refined Area of Search there are a number
of Grade II listed farmhouses with High House Farm, which is situated to the north west,
being the closest.

4.8

There is a scattering of individual properties along the southern side of Church Road to the
west of the Church and a parallel row of properties to the south along Hill Crest. These
properties, the Church and Church Farm, which lies to the east of the Church, are separated
from the main body of the village by the village green.

4.9

The village pub, the Old Chequers is located at the southern end of the village green at a
staggered cross road. It sits at the northern corner of a more compact area of residential
development. The footprint of the village has changed little in the last 100 years with the
properties to the west of the Church being the most noticeable area of expansion.

4.10

The Sandlings Walk Long Distance Route runs through the village in an east/west direction.
The village lies at the centre of a spider’s web of PRoWs which run in all directions, from
the cross roads. From Church Road two footpaths lead to the north with a third joining
from the east off Grove Road. Grove Wood, an area of Ancient Woodland, lies to the east of
Grove Road.

4.11

The topography is gently undulating with a series of shallow valleys rising to 23m AOD, both
to the west of Friston and to the north. The gentle undulations, combined with the trees,
woodland and hedgerows make a significant contribution to the unified character of the
landscape. Combined with the lack of any sizeable settlement this creates the sense of a
peaceful, deeply rural ‘backwater’.
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4.12

Although this is not a designated landscape it is a valued landscape containing many of the
characteristics noted as helping in the identification of a valued landscape43. The condition
of the landscape is good, and it has a high scenic quality with the only detractors being the
overhead transmission lines. It has conservation interest in that it provides a setting for the
village and for a number of listed buildings important in the landscape, in particular Friston
Church. It is entirely representative of the L1 Heveningham and Knodishall Estate
Claylands. The recreational value of the landscape is high containing as it does a network
of PRoWs. Perceptually it is a very tranquil landscape with only the overhead transmission
lines detracting from perceptions of its tranquillity.
Susceptibility to large-scale electrical infrastructure

4.13

The susceptibility to change of a landscape is: ‘the ability of the landscape receptor
(whether it be the overall character or quality/condition of a particular landscape type or
areas, or an individual element and/or feature, or a particular aesthetic and perceptual
aspect) to accommodate the proposed development without undue consequences for the
maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement of landscape planning
policies and strategies’.44 The assessment of susceptibility must be tailored to individual
projects. It ‘should not be recorded as part of the landscape baseline but should be
considered as part of the assessment of effects’.45

4.14

The susceptibility of a landscape to a particular kind of development depends on the
characteristics of the development and the characteristics of the landscape. The following
landscape characteristics are good indicators of landscape susceptibility to large-scale
electrical infrastructure.
•

Scale: Large scale landscapes are likely to be less susceptible to large-scale
electrical infrastructure than small scale intimate landscapes. Landscapes in
which small scale elements are frequently found are likely to be more
susceptible to large-scale electrical infrastructure.

43
44
45
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•

Enclosure: Landscapes with a high degree of enclosure are likely to be less
susceptible to large-scale electrical infrastructure than open landscapes.

•

Landform & Topography: A smooth, convex or flat landform is likely to be less
susceptible to large-scale electrical infrastructure than a landscape with a
dramatic rugged landform, distinct landform features or pronounced
undulations.

•

Land Cover Pattern: Simple, regular landscapes with extensive areas of
uniform ground cover are likely to be less susceptible to large-scale electrical
infrastructure than landscapes with more complex or irregular land cover.

•

Settlement Pattern and Density: More sparsely settled areas are likely to be
less susceptible than more densely settled areas or areas with a high proportion
of historic villages as there will be opportunities to site large-scale electrical
infrastructure so that they do not dominate distinctive settlements.

•

Large Scale Visible Built Structures: Landscapes that contain large scale
infrastructure, major communications routes and large-scale developments are
less susceptible to large-scale electrical infrastructure although development
needs to be carefully sited to avoid visual clutter or cumulative impacts.
Landscapes where there is little intrusion from modern development are more
susceptible to large-scale electrical infrastructure.

•

Landmark features: Historic landmarks that generate important views (e.g. to
distinctive church spires/towers), or views to and from historic features in the
landscape increase susceptibility.

•

Remoteness and Tranquillity: Relatively remote or tranquil landscapes, due to
freedom from human activity and disturbance which have a perceived
naturalness or a strong feel of traditional rurality, tend to be more susceptible
to large-scale electrical infrastructure.

4.15

It is important to note the difference between the impact of transmission corridors and the
Substations. Transmission corridors – when seen in the landscape – are linear infrastructure
which by its nature is passing through the landscape. Whilst they do have a significant
impact on the character of the landscape they do not require a large footprint. In contrast,
the Substations would require a very large site which would replace the existing landscape
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and consequently would define the landscape in a very different way to a corridor, which is
passing through the landscape.
4.16

Scale: The Friston site is not part of a large scale landscape. Although in the western part of
LCA L1 there are large-scale agri-businesses, the area around the site the landscape is
‘somewhat more fine grained, there is more pasture and less emphasis on large scale
agricultural organisation which gives rise to a more textured and rich visual experience.’46
Field shapes are irregular and there is considerable variation in field sizes with smaller
pastoral land around the settlements such as Friston. There are frequent small-scale
features in the view. Medium Susceptibility.

4.17

Enclosure: There is woodland in the landscape surrounding the site which provides some
degree of enclosure and prevents some long-distance views. Medium Susceptibility.

4.18

Landform & Topography: The site is located on a very gently undulating landscape. To
create the extensive level areas required for large-scale electrical infrastructure, it is likely
to involve earth works that will run against the grain of the landscape. Medium
Susceptibility.

4.19

Land Cover Pattern: Most of the site and the surrounding landscape is in arable production
and this reduces its susceptibility. Low Susceptibility.

4.20

Settlement Pattern and Density: Friston is a historic village with a strong and attractive
relationship to the surrounding landscape. The surrounding landscape is susceptible to largescale electrical infrastructure which would have the potential to dominate the settlement.
High Susceptibility.

4.21

Visible Built Structures: The landscape in which the site is located has little intrusion of
large-scale infrastructure except for the transmission lines. Medium/high Susceptibility.

4.22

Landmark features: Friston Church is an historic landmark feature. The adjacent
landscape is susceptible to large-scale electrical infrastructure which would have the
potential to harm the setting of the church. Medium/high Susceptibility

46
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4.23

Remoteness and Tranquillity: Despite the presence of the transmission lines the landscape
surrounding the site has a tranquil, deeply rural quality which would be seriously harmed by
large scale electrical infrastructure. Medium/high Susceptibility.

4.24

In summary, the overall susceptibility of the landscape to large-scale electrical
infrastructure is medium/high.
Potential for adverse visual effects

4.25

Visual effects are effects on the visual amenity of people. Visual assessments consider the
receptors likely to be affected. With regard to the Friston site there are three key groups
who would be affected: Friston village residents; users of the network of PRoWs that
surround the village; and users of the road network. This first two groups have high
sensitivity to change and it is likely that Friston village residents will also be part of the
other two groups.

4.26

The photomontages prepared by SPR (Appendix 7) provide an indication of the impact of the
development. Viewpoint 9 is taken from the edge of the Village Green looking across to the
northern edge of the village and to Friston Church. Currently the transmission lines form a
faint detractor clearly set at some distance from the village. The height and spread of the
proposed development – seen above the existing village buildings - is such that it dominates
the small-scale features in the view and entirely changes the setting of the village.

4.27

Viewpoint 8 (Appendix 7) is taken from the northern edge of the village on Church Road. It
is an attractive rural setting for the village. The transmission lines at 1km distant are
detractors but they are not prominent. In contrast the proposed development would
dominate this view. The industrial size and scale of the development would be entirely
incongruous and at odds with the existing landscape character. The unified character of the
landscape and the sense of being within a peaceful, deeply rural ‘backwater’ would be lost.

4.28

No photomontages have been prepared by SPR from the PRoW that runs through the site.
The experience of using this footpath to access or to leave Friston would be entirely
changed.

4.29

There would be a major adverse impact on residents of Friston, driving through the village
and walking, through the village green and into the landscape to the north.
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Conclusion

4.30

The magnitude of change to the landscape would be large due to the scale of the
development, its height and extent and its incongruity. The susceptibility of the landscape
is medium/high and it is a valued landscape. The overall sensitivity would be
medium/high. The overall impact on the character of the landscape surrounding the site
would be moderate/major adverse.

4.31

With regard to the Strategy Objectives for LCA L147 large scale electrical infrastructure on
this site would not protect the unspoilt, quiet, and essentially undeveloped rural character
of the area, it would not protect the plateau landscape from visual intrusion and it would
not protect the prevailing character of the existing settlement.
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5

Assessment of Landscape and Visual Effects – EDF Site

Introduction

5.1

A high-level LVIA has also been undertaken for the EDF site identified by the Councils (Page
4, in Appendix 3).48 This site, which has not been included in any of the comparative
assessments undertaken by SPR, is shown on Figure 01.
Existing Landscape Character

5.2

The EDF site is located in National Character Area 82: Suffolk Coast and Heaths. Within the
Suffolk Coastal Landscape Character Assessment, it is mostly located within LCA K3
Aldringham and Friston Sandlands LCA which is an Estate Sandlands LT. (Figure 02) The
north eastern edge of the site is located in LCA D3 Minsmere and Sizewell Coast, a Coastal
Broads & Marshes LT.

5.3

The Special Qualities and Features of LCA K3 are:
•

Much of the southern and eastern part of the Area is within the Suffolk Coast
and Heaths AONB. This area features more of the remaining semi-natural
habitats and less arable land but also features much more settlement.

•

Aldringham Common is SPA and SSSI, part of a large tract of wildlife habitat
that forms the Leiston-Aldeburgh SSSI which contains a rich mosaic of habitats

•

The settlements of Aldeburgh and Thorpeness are key components of this
landscape. They have very different appearance and histories, exerting a
significant influence on the overall character of the area and shaping people's
experience and recreational focus.

48
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•

Two long distance footpaths pass through the area, The Sandlings Walk follows
a route along the south of the and the Suffolk Coast path. The latter follows
the route known as the Sailors’ Path which connects Snape to Aldeburgh.

•

14th century Leiston Abbey lies north-west of the town and is a Scheduled
Monument. The atmospheric ruins of a small chapel can still be seen on the site
of the original building.

5.4

Strategy Objectives for LCA K3 include:
•

Protect remnant heathlands from any development that would result in their
loss or reduction in area.

•

Protect the sense of separation and openness between the settlements of
Aldeburgh and Thorpeness and avoid ad hoc and incremental development
which urbanises this coastal landscape, particularly along the open coast road.

5.5

The description of LCA K3 includes ‘Detracting features include the double row of giant
pylons that cross the area, carrying power away from Sizewell, passing north of Aldringham.
They have a substantial negative impact in the more open areas, and they distort the send
of scale within the landscape. The white dome of Sizewell B has a similar effect on scale
although is perhaps more an accepted and familiar sight, up and down the coastal zone.’49

5.6

The Special Qualities and Features of LCA D3 are:
•

Outstanding nature conservation importance, reflected in Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI), Special Protection Area (SPA), Special Area of
Conservation (SAC), Ramsar (conservation of wetlands) and County Wildlife Site
(CWS) designations Minsmere regarded as an 'ark' for rare species of birds.

•

The power station provides a dramatic element and contrasts to the otherwise
open and often desolate landscape

•

Despite the limited human settlement, the area contains important evidence of
past settlement.

49
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5.7

Strategy Objectives for LCA D3 include:
•

Protect the unspoilt character of much of this coastline from intrusive major
infrastructure development which may penetrate areas currently devoid of such
influences.

5.8

The EDF site identified by the Councils is located immediately south west of Sizewell Power
Station. Lover’s Lane and Sizewell Gap, the road that leads to Sizewell Beach, from the
western and southern boundaries of the site. They are relatively busy roads with a footway.
A belt of tree planting runs around the edge of the site adjacent to Lovers Lane, this belt is
particularly wide and effective along Sizewell Gap. Between the site and Sizewell Power
Station is a woodland, Rookyard Wood, and an area of dykes and linear tree belts.

5.9

To the east of the EDF site lie Substations for Greater Gabbard Offshore Wind Farm and
Galloper Offshore Wind Farm. The Greater Gabbard substation is partly surrounded by
Broom Covert. The more recently constructed substation for the Galloper Offshore Wind
Farm, occupies approximately twice the footprint of that for Greater Gabbard, and is
located closer to the EDF site. Substantial bunding works have been undertaken around the
Galloper site, which have greatly assisted in reducing its visibility within the surrounding
landscape. Including from a nearby PROWs, which run along the northern and north eastern
edges of the EDF site. It then runs north and east of the Greater Gabbard Substation (along
Sandy Lane) before joining Sizewell Gap close to the coast. A series of other footpaths lead
south from Sizewell Gap.

5.10

Appendix 6 includes some extracts from the Galloper Wind Farm Project Environmental
Statement – Chapter 6: Site Selection and Alternatives. This also included a RAG
Assessment. Unlike the RAG Assessment for the Substations there are no undefined
categories such as ‘Landscape Character and sensitivity to development’. Instead the
criteria under the landscape section are:
•

Is the site located within a designated landscape (AONB)?

•

Is the development proposal broadly compatible with the local landscape
character?

•

How proximity is the site to existing industrial landscape?
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5.11

To the west of the site is the urban edge of Leiston which is defined by the line of the
Sizewell Railway. The Suffolk Coast Path and Sandlings Walk lie to the east of the site. The
coast is not visible from this area.

5.12

As noted above most of the site is located in LCA K3 with only the north eastern edge in LCA
D3. Although changes in landscape character are generally gradual rather than abrupt there
is a marked change on the site between the north eastern edge, which is at a lower
elevation, and the rest of the site. The footpath runs through the north eastern edge and
the presence of the adjacent Rookyard Wood limits views of Sizewell Power Station. This
area is identified as bracken/heath on the OS map.

5.13

The remainder of the site, within LCA K3, is arable land or was previously in use as arable
land as it is not currently cultivated and is developing a scrubby vegetation. From this part
of the site, due to the slight increase in elevation, there are clear views of Sizewell A & B
and of a long stretch of the overhead transmission lines. There are no views of the urban
edge of Leiston.

5.14

The landscape surrounding the site is one of contrasts as noted in the LCA descriptions. The
presence of the coast is not obvious in the area surrounding the site but the presence of the
two Sizewell Power Stations, the overhead transmission lines and the Greater Gabbard
Substation (more so than the Galloper substation) are very evident. These energy
generation and transmission installations have a characterizing influence on the perceived
landscape and scenic quality of the area. This impression is also reinforced by Sizewell Gap
road which is a relatively fast and urbanised road, designed to accommodate construction
traffic related to the nuclear power complex at Sizewell. Although the edge of Leiston is
not visible from the site, it is about 300m at its closest (Sizewell Crossing).

5.15

The area does however still contain some scenic areas. The north eastern edge of the site is
mostly screened form views of the infrastructure and to the north of the site Leiston
Common and associated woods have retained a relatively unspoilt character. North and
south of the site the nature conservation value of the landscape is evidenced by various
ecological designations. There are no ecological designations within the site.

5.16

The site is located within the AONB and therefore was deemed to be national value when
the AONB was established in 1970. Since 1970 the quantity of large-scale infrastructure for
electrical generation and transmission in this area has increased significantly.
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Susceptibility to large-scale electrical infrastructure

5.17

The Susceptibility of the EDF site has been assessed on the criteria identified in the previous
section, where useful a comparison with the Friston site has been made.

5.18

Scale: The EDF site is not part of a large-scale landscape. Fields are generally regular in
shape and are similar to those around the Friston site. Medium Susceptibility

5.19

Enclosure: There is woodland in the landscape surrounding the site, in particular a
woodland belt along Lover’s Lane/Sizewell Gap which provides some screening of the site
from the adjacent road and prevents some long-distance views. Low/medium
Susceptibility

5.20

Landform & Topography: Most of the site is relatively level. If development avoids the
lower north east corner of the site incongruous earthworks will not be required. The letter
from the Councils identifies potential for ‘re-engineering in order to mitigate the overall
height of the structures.’50 Low/medium Susceptibility

5.21

Land Cover Pattern: Although most of the site is or has recently been in arable land use
there is a variety of land cover in the surrounding landscape. Medium Susceptibility

5.22

Settlement Pattern and Density: The urban edge is close to the site but there is unlikely to
be a high degree of inter-visibility. The eastern edge of Leiston does not have a strong or
attractive relationship to the adjacent landscape. Medium Susceptibility

5.23

Visible Built Structures: The landscape in which the site is located is notably affected by
the presence of large-scale electrical generation and transmission infrastructure.
Low/medium Susceptibility

5.24

Landmark features: There are no sensitive Landmark features whose setting could be
harmed by large-scale electrical infrastructure in this location. Low Susceptibility

50
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5.25

Remoteness and Tranquillity: The presence of large-scale electrical generation and
transmission infrastructure has significantly adversely affected the sense of remoteness and
tranquillity in this landscape. However, it has not been lost entirely. Low/medium
Susceptibility

5.26

In summary, the overall susceptibility of the majority of the site to large-scale electrical
infrastructure is Low/medium.
Potential for adverse visual effects

5.27

There would be three similar visual receptor groups likely to be affected by Substation
development on the EDF site: Leiston and Sizewell residents; users of the network of PRoWs
between Leiston and the coast; and users of the road network.

5.28

No photomontages have been prepared for development on this site. It is inevitable that
there will be some adverse visual impacts in the surrounding landscape and that the area
over which large-scale electrical generation and transmission infrastructure will have an
influence will be extended. This high-level landscape and visual appraisal has identified
Leiston Common as a location where such infrastructure may become visible where
currently it is not a notable presence in the landscape.

5.29

There would be views of additional infrastructure for Leiston residents exploring the
landscape to the east of the town and for visitors on their way to Sizewell Beach. However,
views of such infrastructure are already a part of the experience of the landscape east of
Leiston and would not be incongruous.
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Conclusion

5.30

The magnitude of change to the landscape would be medium because the scale of the
development would not be out of keeping with the scale of the surrounding infrastructure.
The susceptibility of the landscape is low/medium but due to its location in a nationally
designated landscape the overall sensitivity would be medium/high. The overall impact on
the character of the landscape surrounding the site would be moderate adverse.

5.31

With regard to the Strategy Objectives for LCA K351, large scale electrical infrastructure on
this site, assuming it avoids the north eastern edge of the site, would not harm remnant
heathland. There would be no impact on the sense of separation between Aldeburgh and
Thorpeness. Large scale electrical infrastructure on this site would not introduce intrusive
major infrastructure development into an area currently devoid of such influences.

5.32

Large scale electrical infrastructure on this site would cause some harm to the special
qualities of the AONB. However, the national importance of the AONB has been factored
into the sensitivity of this site and the overall landscape impact would be moderate
adverse.
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Indicative Onshore Development Area Plan dated 14/05/18
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Appendix 3
Letters from
Suffolk Coastal District Council, Waveney District Council and Suffolk County Council
to
Scottish Power Renewables (17/04/18)
&
Rt Hon Greg Clark MP and Rt Hon James Brokenshire MP (10/05/18)

Scottish Power Renewables
East Anglia 1 North and East Anglia 2
Offshore windfarm proposals
eastangliaonenorth@scottishpower.com
eastangliatwo@scottishpower.com

Date: 17 April 2018
Enquiries to: Lisa Chandler
Tel: 01473 264084/01394 444538
Email: john.pitchford@suffolk.gov.uk /
lisa.chandler@eastsuffolk.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam,

RESPONSE OF SUFFOLK COASTAL AND WAVENEY DISTRICT COUNCILS AND
SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL TO THE STAGE 1 CONSULTATION BY SCOTTISH
POWER RENEWABLES ON THE EAST ANGLIA 1 NORTH AND EAST ANGLIA 2
OFFSHORE WIND FARMS
The local authorities welcome the opportunity to comment formally and publicly on the
proposals for the third and fourth phase of offshore wind farm developments forming the
East Anglia Array.
We have participated fully in the previous process for the East Anglia 1 offshore windfarm
(currently under construction) and the East Anglia 3 offshore wind farm (consented) and
we look forward to continuing to co-operate in discussions for East Anglia 1 North and
East Anglia 2.
It is understood that the consultations are taking place concurrently but the two projects
will separate and be considered independently of each other in due course. These
comments equally apply to both projects as currently presented for consideration in the
Public Information Days (PIDs) in March 2018.
The timing of the PIDs is accepted given the requirement to access the maximum local
population. However, the absence of printed information to take away and digest is a
disappointment given this is intended to be a formal round of public consultation.
In addition, branding the event as information days has taken away some of the formality
of the process and is not necessarily clear that this is a stage 1 consultation requiring input
from the local population. It is considered that this could have been made clearer in the
feedback forms. It is noted that of the 10 questions in the feedback form, only three relate
to the impact of the scheme, the rest relate to the process of consultation. It is not clear
whether those not attending the exhibitions would have readily found any information on
the subject or known when to reply.

The local authorities have been considering these proposals for some time in preapplication discussions and have made representations to SPR in relation to the project.
However, not all of these previously raised considerations have made it to the PIDs so it is
considered appropriate for the local authorities to publicly raise their concerns and
considerations in relation to the proposal to connect both of the offshore windfarm projects
at Sizewell to connect to the National Grid Power lines.
Alongside considering SPR’s proposal, the local authorities have been made aware via
National Grid’s TEC register of the offer for two inter-continental connectors – Eurolink and
Nautilus - to be connected to the National Grid at Sizewell. Having reviewed other such
developments across the country, the local authorities are aware of the associated
infrastructure required to facilitate two such proposals including a substation connection to
the grid lines and converter stations for each cable. These connectors will cross the North
Sea and connect into Belgium and the Netherlands. From connection dates given it can be
estimated that there will be a crossover in onshore construction of the inter-continental
connectors with the offshore wind farm proposals. In addition, all four of these projects will
crossover from a construction phase perspective with construction of the new nuclear
power station at Sizewell C, given the recently estimated dates for that project. This is a
significant concern for the local authorities and the proposals are all of such a scale and
magnitude that they cannot be considered in isolation as independent proposals. The
implications for the local population and East Suffolk as a whole are significant too.
Site Selection process
The exhibitions demonstrate a site selection area for the onshore elements of the project.
This study area includes sites within and adjacent to the Suffolk Coast and Heaths Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
There are a number of principles that the local authorities would wish to see adhered to in
the site selection and mitigation for the onshore elements of the project and these are:
1) Site selection should seek a location / locations which minimises visual harm to the
landscape, recreational, and residential receptors. This may be achieved through:
a) A close visual relationship to the existing built environment;
b) The screening by existing blocks of woodland or belts of trees;
c) A location that offers the ability to minimise the need for the additional building
height required by noise attenuation structures;
d) The minimisation of bulk and height of the structure(s);
e) The minimum footprint required; and
f) Careful design of the structure(s).
2) Sites both inside and outside the AONB should be properly considered. Although in
policy terms a site outside the AONB is to be preferred; in the first instance the
approach should also be to minimise the degree of harm or impact on public and
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residential amenity, landscape character and heritage assets notwithstanding the
boundary of the AONB.
3) The local authorities would expect sites within both the east and west of the site
selection zone to be considered in detail.
4) Where additional soft landscaping is required to mitigate the visual and amenity
impacts of the project it is suggested the following are appropriate;
a) Recessive colouring and simplicity of form and design;
b) Meaningful lowering of the floor level of the building given the opportunities
offered by a free draining substrate; and
c) An unlit structure, unless staff are present on site, with the use of Low Light
surveillance or IR lighting to provide security.
Notwithstanding the above principles, the local authorities have significant concerns with
the limiting of the site selection area as illustrated and considered by SPR, the noninclusion of EDF Energy owned / controlled land to the north of the identified onshore
study area has not been included – north of Sizewell Gap Road (land owned by EDF
Energy). It is considered that this piece of land adjacent to the Greater Gabbard and
Galloper offshore wind farm substations, offers an opportunity to site onshore
infrastructure in close proximity to similar infrastructure in a location already screened by
landscaping with potential for additional screening.
In pre-application discussions, local authority officers have requested in writing that SPR
should extend the area of search for a connection site beyond the area defined to date and
we still consider this to be appropriate. The request was made to ensure that all
reasonable options to accommodate the projects were considered, having particular
regard for the need to minimise harm and identify a site which could accommodate both
SPR and the inter-continental connector projects alongside each other in order to minimise
the overall impact of the proposals.
In the absence of satisfactory evidence in relation to the suitability or unsuitability of the
site north of the Sizewell Gap Road, the local authorities consider that in this respect the
site selection process to date is inadequate and flawed.
The proximity of parts of the eastern side of the search area to existing development –
major energy infrastructure, is considered a potential positive, therefore extending the site
selection zone to include the fields to the north of the Sizewell Gap Road in close proximity
to the Greater Gabbard and Galloper substations and with the back drop of Sizewell A and
Sizewell B could be a more appropriate setting for the large structures required for the
onshore substations to service SPR’s projects and the converter stations required for the
inter-continental connector projects. Therefore, the local authorities consider that land both
north and south of Sizewell Gap Road should be evaluated as a potential location, as set
out below.
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Next steps required for the selection of a site
The local authorities consider that further work is required to inform site selection within
the current or the extended search area that is:1) A detailed examination of the impacts of the preferred east and west options and
their associated cable corridors in terms of both construction and operation. This
should cover a range of issues, (such as transport, ecology, noise, landscape
historic environment etc.) to be agreed in advance with the local authorities and
other statutory consultees. It is important that the cable corridor can accommodate
both SPR and National Grid projects. If this cannot be achieved or will present
significant loss of amenity then those site options should be dismissed.
2) Evaluation of the findings, and selection of the initial preferred option on that basis.
3) Evaluation of this initial preferred option against the policies within the relevant
National Policy Statements.
4) Identification of the preferred site in consultation with the statutory consultees
The current position of the local authorities based on the information presented to
date
Notwithstanding the fact that the local authorities consider that further work is required to
evaluate the siting options, they are conscious that SPR in particular have a very short
time in which to make a final decision on this matter. Therefore in a spirit of clarity and
cooperation they are prepared to set out their interim view and rationale at this stage.
Given the national status of the AONB’s designation, the local authorities felt that it was
important that the impact of development on alternative sites outside the AONB should
also be tested. Based on the information and discussions to date and being mindful of the
need for both SPR and the inter-continental connector projects to connect to the Grid,
possibly and hopefully via the same connection substation, our views are:
Although the western sites are outside of the AONB, they are open countryside which is to
be protected from development as detailed in Local Plan policy and the National Planning
Policy Framework. The question then needs to be tackled of whether the overall harm to
the environment of developing the sites to the west exceeds that of the eastern sites,
including their AONB status. In addition, siting to the west of the search area will involve
the construction and creation of a longer cable corridor, (the detail of which we do not yet
have), and the loss of woodland to the south of a Grade II listed building. Having reviewed
the proposals to take out the woodland to the south of Aldringham Court, Grade II listed
building, we do have serious concerns on the adverse impact of this on the setting of the
listed building. Full details are included at the end of this letter.
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In addition, to date there has been no detailed ecological, landscape, archaeological,
heritage asset or other constraints assessment of accessing either the eastern or western
sites in the site selection area and this has limited our ability to comment in full on the
suitability of any site to date. However, if the destruction of the woodland is the only
acceptable location to access the west, then as local authorities, we would have great
difficulty in supporting a route through to the western sites at this location.
It is considered that the eastern sites within the study area in close proximity of the existing
buildings of Sizewell A (being decommissioned) and Sizewell B (in operation) and the
Greater Gabbard and Galloper substations may be preferable to the western sites which
are more open and rural / agricultural in their nature. The opportunities for screening
potential are more limited in the western area given the existing landforms.
There is a balance to be struck between the impact of extensive new development in the
open countryside in a rural area and the creation of new development within the AONB. At
this stage, there is not enough information provided to give a fully justified opinion on
whether east or west would be more appropriate but currently, on the basis of information
to date, the impact on the open countryside to the west is potentially more detrimental than
the impact on development within the east given potential mitigation and screening
methods that could be available.
Furthermore, it is apparent that construction of a cable route to the west that has the
capacity to accommodate all projects carries with it significant additional technical
challenges. Given the sequencing of the projects the local authorities have not been given
any confidence that all projects could be accommodated and consider there is a risk that a
second grid connection would be required, or more likely that it would not be possible to
parallel the cable corridors for the two SPR and the two inter-continental connector
projects along their entire length, especially at the Aldeburgh Road pinch point.
It is the current position of the local authorities that eastern sites adjacent to the Sizewell
Gap Road should, despite their location within the AONB, be incorporated in SPR’s site
selection zone and properly assessed and considered.
The locations adjacent to the Sizewell Gap Road still require further investigative work and
while no conclusions have been reached, they could:




Minimise the impacts of construction and operation of the site and the cable corridor
on local communities and public/ residential amenity - although there would be
additional challenges in sharing a construction route with EDF Energy construction
traffic for Sizewell C and this would need to be mitigated and potentially
compensated for.
Minimise the permanent loss of habitat and the severance of ecological corridors.
However, further work on this, including any habitat mitigation or compensation that
may be required, will be needed.
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Minimise harm to both archaeological features and the setting of historic assets,
additional work on cable runs and their exact siting will be required to explore this
further.
Minimise the technical risks to the delivery of a shared connection and joint siting of
all projects, subject to further information and detailing relating to all of the
proposals.
Minimise the magnitude of landscape change at the connection site given the
presence of an existing energy cluster of a comparable scale. This is a key
advantage which sites on the western side of the site search area do not have in
comparison.
Offer opportunities for dense planting of conifers which provide comparatively rapid
and effective screening and the opportunity to modify the landform to dig in the
structures. This would be appropriate for both the character of area and the sandy
soil type.
Possibly offer opportunities to utilise soil which will need to be stripped from EDF
Energy land as part of the Sizewell C development for bunding purposes.
Utilise the higher background noise environment which already exists close to
Sizewell B, Greater Gabbard and Galloper substations.
Utilise the better road network close to Sizewell to reach any haul roads and the
new substations during the operational phase.

The local authorities’ current position is that we cannot support any of the western or
eastern sites put forward on the basis of information received to date. They would all have
significant visual, landscape, and economic impacts alongside heritage impacts,
archaeological impacts and ecological impacts not yet fully considered by the project.

Yours faithfully,

Cllr Geoff Holdcroft

Cllr Matthew Hicks

Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for
Economic Development
Suffolk Coastal District Council

Cabinet Member for Environment,
Public Protection and Broadband
Suffolk County Council
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Cllr Tony Fryatt
Cabinet Member for Planning
Suffolk Coastal District Council

Full details of the conservation concerns:
Aldringham Court was Grade II listed in 2005 and is a large house that was designed and
built by the C20th Suffolk architect Cecil Lay (1885-1956) for his mother (and originally
named Raidsend) in 1912-14. The list description identifies the house as ‘probably his
finest creation and is of special interest for the survival, little altered, of the exterior, an
imaginative essay in an unusual art nouveau style with much fine-quality decoration’.
Aldringham was the birthplace of Lay and most of his buildings are in the locality. He was
articled to the well known Suffolk architect J S Corder and studied in France and Belgium.
Lay was responsible for some of the town planning of nearby Leiston as well as for the
restoration of Aldeburgh parish church. Lay is, therefore, an architect of great local
importance. Aldringham Court is basically an E-plan with sub-Dutch gables, striped and
chequered brickwork decorative details and stucco decoration. It is currently a nursing
home.
The significance of Aldringham Court is derived from its designer’s local importance; it’s an
unusual and rare illustration of the Art Nouveau in Suffolk; its plan form; its distinctive
features including decorative brickwork, stucco, windows and details; and its garden
setting including woodland.
The site’s location adjacent the Hundred River is historically significant as rivers so named
formed the boundaries between the Hundreds, which were Saxon-era administrative units.
Indeed, Hodskinson’s map of 1783 shows the river as a parish boundary and it partly so
remains today. The parish church, a common and identified tumuli are all apparent within
the vicinity of this site at the parish edge and this is significant for potential archaeology.
Historic map regression suggests that the site of Raidsend was not previously developed
and had been heathland typical of the Suffolk sandlings. When the site was developed by
Lay the existing enclosed area became the new garden curtilage and appears to have
been intentionally planted with trees to provide a degree of privacy along Aldeburgh Road
and a setting to the substantial house, in contrast to the former open heath. When viewed
today, the character of the building is expressed as a minor gentry house within a well
tree-ed setting that provides glimpsed views from Aldeburgh Road. Its status is signified by
impressive gate piers at the vehicular entrance.
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On these bases, therefore, it is judged that the existing woodland surrounding Aldringham
Court contributes importantly to its significance and that this importance is derived from the
evidence that its planting is substantially contemporary with the design and construction of
Raidsend and, thereby, forms part of its design as its garden setting. Any proposal to
remove the woodland would cause harm to the significance of the designated heritage
asset that is the listed building. For listed buildings, s.66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 imposes a duty to have special regard to the
desirability of preserving listed buildings or their settings or any features of special
architectural or historic interest which they possess. The duty is engaged when the
planning authority is considering whether to permit development which affects a listed
building or its setting. Therefore, even if a listed building is not directly affected by a
proposed development, the duty will still apply if the development affects the setting of the
building. In the case of East Northamptonshire DC v Secretary of State (‘Barnwell Manor’),
the Court of Appeal held that the desirability of preserving the settings of listed buildings
should not simply be given careful consideration by the decision-maker for the purpose of
deciding whether there would be some harm, but should be given “considerable
importance and weight” when the decision-maker carries out the balancing exercise; and
that a finding of harm to a listed building or its setting gives rise to a “strong presumption”
against granting permission.
Full details of the archaeological concerns:
Data regarding known above and below ground heritage assets present within the onshore
study area comes from information recorded within the County HER and from designated
heritage assets.
The Hundred River flows throughout the study area, the majority of which is situated on
light soils, meaning that this is a favourable location for archaeological activity from all
periods. This is attested to by the multi-period finds scatters which have been recorded
throughout the study area.
However, as the majority of the onshore study area has never been subject to systematic
archaeological investigation, there is high potential for additional, and as yet unknown,
important heritage assets to survive across much of this area. Some of these may be of
national significance and worthy of preservation in situ. This has been clearly
demonstrated by the East Anglia 1 offshore windfarm scheme, where a significant number
of archaeological sites have been defined, the majority of which were not previously
recorded on the County Historic Environment record, or associated with finds scatter or
cropmark evidence which indicated the likely presence of surviving below ground remains.
Archaeological investigations immediately adjacent to the study area (mainly confined to
the north around Leiston and Sizewell) have yielded extensive multi-period archaeological
remains. This highlights that similar archaeology is likely to continue into the study area,
particularly given the comparative soils and topography.
Below are specific comments relating to each of the proposed substation option sites and
the suggested cable route, as per the published potential substation zones, as well as
details of current known archaeological sites recorded within each of the option areas:
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W1
Known sites within the option area:
KND 010 Grove Wood ancient woodland
KND 007 A ring ditch cropmark situated south of Grove Wood which may be the remains
of a prehistoric burial mound (potential for associated human remains)
KND 017 Ring ditch cropmark likely to be the site of a post mill
KND 023 Roman and medieval coin scatter
KND 009 Ruined chapel site marked on early maps (potential for associated human
remains)
Finds scatters of Roman, Saxon, medieval and Post-Medieval date identified through
metal detecting
As such, there is high potential for multi-period archaeological remains across option W1,
particularly within the eastern half of this area given its position on light soils overlooking
the Hundred River. Sites which have the potential to be associated with human remains
are particularly sensitive. Unknown earthwork features may also be present within Grove
Wood and this historic landscape features should not be removed as part of the scheme.
The western half of option W1 is an area of early (pre 18 th century enclosure). Any
surviving early boundaries should be maintained.
Friston Church (II*) as well as Woodside farm and Church Walls (Grade II) are located to
the south of this option. The impact of proposals upon the setting of these historic
buildings needs to be assessed.
W2
Known sites within the option area:
KND 004 A Roman villa site to the north-west of Knodishall, identified through large
scatters of Roman finds and building material (potential to be worthy of preservation in
situ)
KND 013 Prehistoric finds scatter
There is high potential for significant archaeological remains across option W2, given the
archaeology recorded within this area and its proximity to the Hundred River. A potential
for preservation in situ of significant archaeological remains can already be identified for
this option.
Option W2 is within an area of early (pre 18 th C enclosure). Any surviving early boundaries
should be maintained.
Knodishall Church (II*), Knodishall Place and Pattles Farm (Grade II) are located close to
this option area. The impact of proposals upon the setting of these historic buildings needs
to be assessed.
W3
Known sites within the option area:
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KND 002 A Bronze Age axe
LCS 021 A cropmark of an undated enclosure
There is high potential for archaeological remains across option W3 given its position on
light soils overlooking the Hundred River. There is a specific potential for medieval remains
in association with Knodishall Church, however, recent archaeological investigations just
to the north of this area at Johnson’s farm have identified features of prehistoric, Roman
and medieval date (LCS 221).
Option W2 is within an area of early (pre 18 th C enclosure). Any surviving early boundaries
should be maintained.
Knodishall Church (II*) and Knodishall Place (Grade II) are located adjacent to this option
area. The impact of proposals upon the setting of these historic buildings needs to be
assessed.
Cable route- west
The current proposed cable route, not yet clearly defined but assumed to be crossing the
Aldeburgh Road at the woodland, will impact upon KND 017 (ring ditch cropmark likely to
be the site of a post mill) and will potentially pass through areas where multi-period finds
scatters have been recorded. It is also potentially located to the south of KND 003, a group
of 9 upstanding tumuli on Coldfair Green. As a result of the recorded heritage assets in the
vicinity of the route, as well as the fact that it follows the Hundred River through an area of
light soils, the planned cabled route potentially passes through an area of high
archaeological potential. However, as there has been very limited previous archaeological
evaluation across the study area, there is high potential for previously unknown remains to
survive along any chosen route.
Aldringham crossing
The crossing avoids current recorded archaeological remains, however, Scheduled barrow
monuments are situated on other side of the river at Aldringham Common and so there is
potential to encounter further archaeological remains at this location. This part of the cable
route which potentially crosses the Hundred River also has palaeo-environmental
potential.
E1
Known sites within the option area:
ARG 064 Aldringham Green
ARG 019 and 073 Cropmarks and scatters of medieval finds, likely to relate to an area of
medieval settlement to the south-east of Aldringham
Scheduled round barrows are also recorded on either side of this option area on
Aldringham Common and in Aldringham plantation
There is high potential for archaeological remains across option E1 given its position on
light soils overlooking the Hundred River. There is a specific potential for medieval remains
in associated with Aldringham Green and within the area of the recorded medieval finds
and cropmarks. There is also potential for the remains of additional burial mounds to
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survive below ground within this area, given the proximity to other known monuments. If
present, these monuments are likely to be associated with human remains.
E2
Known sites within the option area:
LCS 215 The site of a possible Bronze Age round barrow or medieval to post medieval mill
mound surviving as a cropmark, to the east of Halfway Cottages
LCS 210 cropmarks of unknown date
ARG 017 A well preserved and extensive group of Second World War anti glider ditch
earthworks at The Walks (surviving as below ground remains in cultivated areas).
LCS 213 A Second World War Diver anti-aircraft battery is visible as structures and
earthworks on aerial photographs. The site was dismantled at the end of the war, but parts
of the trackways still survive, as may some of the hardstandings.
There is high potential for archaeological remains across option E2 given its position on
light soils close to the Minsmere River. Archaeological evaluations to the north of Sizewell
Gap Road and to the south of Leiston have identified extensive multi-period archaeological
remains (LCS 148/150, 161, 175, 218, 219 and 223), which are likely to extend into this
area. Activity relating to occupation, industry, agriculture and burial has been identified
during these works. Areas of heathland are likely to offer an excellent level of preservation
for any surviving below ground remains. Extant earthworks and structures associated with
WWII activity should not be disturbed by the scheme.
E3
Known sites within the option area:
ARG 028 and 029 former Second World War trenches
ARG 031 former WWII strongpoint and anti-aircraft battery
Scatters of prehistoric finds
There is potential for archaeological remains across option E3 given its position on light
soils overlooking a tributary of the Hundred River. There is a particular potential for further
military remains to be present, although there have been limited archaeological
investigations in this part of the study area to inform assessments of potential.
E4
Known sites within the option area:
LCS 214 Cropmarks west of Sizewell common
ARG 018 Earthwork enclosure on Sizewell common
ARG 017 A well preserved and extensive group of Second World War anti glider ditch
earthworks at The Walks
There is high potential for archaeological remains across option E4 given its position on
light soils close to the Minsmere River. Archaeological evaluations to the north of Sizewell
Gap Road and to the south of Leiston have identified extensive multi-period archaeological
remains (LCS 148/150, 161, 175, 218, 219 and 223), which are likely to extend into this
area. Activity relating to occupation, industry, agriculture and burial has been identified
during these works. Areas of heathland are likely to offer an excellent level of preservation
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for any surviving below ground remains. Extant earthworks should not be disturbed by the
scheme.
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Date: 11 May 2018
Enquiries to:
Tel: 01394 444432
Email: philip.ridley@eastsuffolk.gov.uk
Rt Hon Greg Clark MP
Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy

Rt Hon James Brokenshire MP
Department for Housing, Communities and
Local Government

Dear Secretaries of State
Local authority concerns regarding the cumulative impacts of Nationally Significant Energy
Development on the Suffolk Coast -Offshore wind energy and international interconnector
proposals making landfall and grid connection at Sizewell in Suffolk and the development
of Sizewell C new nuclear power station
Overview
The east Suffolk Coast, in the vicinity of Sizewell, in the Suffolk Coastal DC area, is soon to be
inundated with further major energy infrastructure projects which will provide in the region of 25%
of the UK’s electricity requirement. In addition to the existing Sizewell A and B nuclear power
stations and sub-stations for the Galloper and Greater Gabbard offshore wind farms, the area is
now expecting the Sizewell C nuclear power station plus two sub-stations for Scottish Power
Renewables East Anglia Offshore 2 and 1 (North) schemes; two inter-continental connector
converter stations for National Grid Ventures and a single major National Grid Transmission substation connecting these to the pylon lines.
The location of these developments, set out below, is set within a highly sensitive landscape, being
within the Suffolk Coast and Heaths AONB and Heritage Coast. The area is also poorly served by
transport infrastructure, and given the significant scale of these projects there are serious
reservations with regard to how the construction of all these developments, in combination, can be
delivered without further exacerbating adverse impacts on the locality and reducing the
attractiveness of the area to residents and visitors alike. The points below relate to the Scottish
Power Renewables and National Grid proposals, though this needs to be considered in the context
of Sizewell C coming forward at the same time.
Whilst we are supportive of Government policy on the transition to renewable energy and the
requirement to maintain security of supply, this letter sets out the strong concerns that Waveney
District Council, Suffolk Coastal District Council and Suffolk County Council (the Councils) have
about the impact of the current and future set of proposals in the Sizewell and describes an initial
four practical measures that the Government could take to ensure the impacts are properly
assessed and mitigated. It asks for the opportunity to meet with Ministers to explain this further.

The area also has its socio-economic challenges so these developments are seen very much as
game changers, as part of a wider package of economic development investments in the area that
we want to embrace and support whilst acknowledging that to do this comprehensively, for the
future benefit of the area needs the support of Government to help get it right. Suffolk County
Council and Suffolk Coastal and Waveney District Councils (The Councils) support and embrace
the principle of low carbon energy generation and the trading of energy across a European wide
transmission network and want to help them be delivered if the local dividend is for the benefit of
the whole area. Therefore the Councils are committed to working together to ensure that where
such schemes are brought forward they will have a positive impact on Suffolk, and East Suffolk in
particular; supporting significant local growth by delivering:
•
•
•

substantial economic benefits;
significant and sustained training and skills opportunities; and
substantial community benefits.

The Councils are also committed to driving forward substantial housing expansion and other
infrastructure development in the vicinity, including the A12 Suffolk Energy Gateway, flood
protection scheme at Lowestoft, the expansion of the Port of Felixstowe and the development of
new river Crossings in Ipswich and Lowestoft, as well as the development of the Ipswich Northern
by-pass. This letter is the first stage in a hopefully productive relationship between Government
and the Councils to facilitate wider investment and infrastructure improvements in Suffolk, in
particular, East Suffolk.
The Councils consider that Sizewell C is of the highest importance to Suffolk and that it offers
significant local employment and skills opportunities, as well as long term economic benefits
associated with 900 full time positions in the District and associated annual spend in the local
economy. The Councils consider that, subject to comprehensive mitigation as well as
compensatory and other packages, these benefits may balance the significant environmental,
social and public amenity impacts arising from the construction and operation of Sizewell C.
The Councils note that, in addition to the extensive offshore elements of the wind
projects proposed by Scottish Power Renewables (SPR), the combined onshore footprint of the
offshore wind and interconnector projects, (based on preliminary discussions between
Suffolk Coastal District Council (SCDC) and National Grid Ventures), is of approximately the same
order as that of the Sizewell A and B stations combined.
There are four key areas where we are looking for Government to intervene at this time:
1. The proposed Scottish Power Renewables sub-stations and National Grid Transmission
sub-station are intended to be treated as Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects to be
dealt with through the Development Consent Order process and will eventually be the
subject of decision making by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy. National Grid Ventures by contrast proposes that their schemes should be the
subject of Town and Country Planning Act processes and decided by the District Council as
local planning authority with recourse, if necessary, to the Secretary of State for Housing,
Communities and Local Government. It is our view that the schemes need to be considered as
a whole, in particular as the location of the first proposals to seek approval will inevitably
influence the location of subsequent schemes. This will be challenging with different
consenting regimes, particularly given the sensitivities of this location and the
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environmental designations therein. We ask that the Government ensures that the National
Grid Ventures schemes are treated as Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects in
this instance so that all of the impacts of construction and operation can be considered
in the round.
2. As we understand it, consideration of the various schemes by the same regime will not of
itself ensure that the in-combination impacts can be assessed before in principle decisions
on location are made. The current guidance used by the Planning Inspectorate appears to
be that the first of the schemes to come forward will not be able to assess the cumulative
impact of schemes that will follow. However, the location of the National Grid Transmission
sub-station, which will come as part of the first application, will inevitably draw subsequent
development to the same broad vicinity. Yet the longer term consequences of the first
decision will not be capable of being assessed when looking at its implications. The ask
here is that Government should ensure that there should be recognition of the cumulative
consequences of the precedent being laid down by the first decision.
3. In the view of the Councils, the most advantageous site for the location of the sub-stations
and convertor stations has not been capable of being included for consideration by Scottish
Power Renewables because it is owned by EDF Energy (see map appended). Although
within the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the landform, the existing landscaping and
the relationship with the existing built structures at Sizewell A and B mean that it will be
able to accommodate the scale of development required much better than any of the
locations suggested by Scottish Power Renewables. Although not part of the operational
land required for Sizewell B or a future Sizewell C, EDF Energy is unwilling to lose the land
as they state that it is to be used for environmental mitigation of the construction of the new
Sizewell C. In the view of the Councils, there is other land capable of meeting these
purposes in the vicinity but which cannot so readily accommodate the substantial structures
being proposed for the new energy projects. The ask of Government here is that pressure
is brought to bear on EDF Energy to treat with Scottish Power Renewables to bring this
land into the assessment process.
4. While other schemes in the area, notably Sizewell nuclear power station, have an on-going
benefit to the area due to the additional economic activity they can bring, the Scottish
Power Renewables and National Grid sub-stations and convertor stations will continue to
blight the area for many years wherever they are located, yet will bring no benefit to the
immediate area. The construction, care and maintenance of the offshore windfarms will
have benefit in some of our ports, 30 miles or more away, but the inter-connectors will have
no employment attributed to them once construction is complete. The communities need to
see some sort of compensation for the impact on their areas, but it is not clear how this
would come forward. We would ask the Government to support the local authorities, both in
terms of encouraging the developers to compensate local communities for their impact on
the environment and communities and in responding to the strategy proposed for the wider
growth of East Suffolk, of which the energy projects are a part (set out in more detail later
on in this letter).

We recognise the importance of the Government’s energy strategy and the move towards more
renewable forms of generation but would ask that we meet you in the near future so that we can
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explain these issues described above in more detail and explore how Government may assist in
ameliorating what appears likely be very considerable impacts on our area which is having to bear
the significant growth of renewable energy. This letter has also been signed by the Leader of
Waveney District Council as by the time that examination of any of the schemes, Waveney and
Suffolk Coastal Districts will have been merged into East Suffolk District and there are wider
implications for the whole of East Suffolk with all of these projects converging in this sensitive
landscape.
Yours sincerely

Cllr Ray Herring
Leader
Suffolk Coastal District Council

Cllr Mark Bee
Leader
Waveney District Council

The Councils preferred location
for onshore equipment
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Cllr Colin Noble
Leader
Suffolk County Council

Further detailed information:
Introduction
The purpose of this letter is to highlight the following key strategic issues based on the work and
discussions with the various projects that has been carried out to date, relating to:
a) The proximity of the Sizewell C new nuclear, Scottish Power Renewables offshore wind
farms and National Grid Ventures intercontinental connector projects;
b) The overlapping construction periods of the Sizewell C, Scottish Power Renewables, and
National Grid Ventures projects;
c) The cumulative and sequential environmental, public amenity, socio-economic and
infrastructure impacts of the construction and operation of these projects; and
d) The variation in consenting regimes between these projects.
e) The wider economic growth of the east Suffolk area and the linkages with these projects.
It is important to recognise that there will be other localised / detailed issues arising from the
construction of the onshore infrastructure needed to support the proposed offshore wind farms and
inter-continental connectors. Such detailed issues will continue to be addressed by all the Councils
in their statutory role as local planning authorities; and the County Council as statutory highway
authority, lead local flood, and the minerals and waste planning authority.
Background
The proposals - There are currently two Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) for
offshore wind farms and one for a twin reactor Nuclear Power Station which will be going through
the Development Consent Order (DCO) process in Suffolk and are currently at pre-application
stage:
•
•
•

East Anglia TWO (SPR)
East Anglia ONE North (SPR)
Sizewell C (EDF Energy)

These proposals will be determined by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy as they are defined as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIP) under the
Planning Act 2008.
In addition there are two projects for International interconnectors the Councils have been made
aware of via National Grid’s TEC register: the offer for two inter-continental connectors – Eurolink
and Nautilus to be connected to the National Grid at Sizewell.
The onshore elements of these proposals will be determined under the Town and Country
Planning Act (TCPA) 1990 by Suffolk Coastal District Council as local planning authority, yet
onshore, are of a similar if not more significant scale as the onshore elements of the offshore wind
proposals. These proposals are not within the District’s current Local Plan and should they be
approached negatively, have the potential to be determined through the existing planning appeal
process which is determined by the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local
Government. The difference in consenting regimes for the various projects has the potential to lead
to risk for the promotors / developers of these various projects.
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Action required –
Having reviewed the proposals and considered the benefits and dis-benefits of each of the projects
proposed, it is considered that in order to optimally address the proposals singularly and
cumulatively, all of the projects should be considered as Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Projects under the Planning Act 2008. The interconnector projects by virtue of their international
significance in maintaining security of energy in the UK and abroad and having regard to the
sensitive landscape and cumulative impacts of the two National Grid Ventures projects with the
new nuclear proposal and offshore wind farms necessitate and justify consideration of all of these
significant energy projects under a single regime – namely the NSIP process under the Secretary
of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy.
Regionally
In addition, our colleagues in Norfolk are facing their own challenges with multiple offshore wind
energy proposals making landfall and grid connection in Norfolk. To the south, Bradwell in Essex is
proposed for a new nuclear power station; cumulatively East Anglia is proposed to be responsible
for these numerous new grid connections providing for the next generation of low carbon energy
supply for the UK as a whole. It has been calculated and estimated that East Suffolk alone will be
responsible for approximately 30% of the UK’s power generating supply to the National Grid once
these projects come on line ( to include connections at Sizewell and Bawdsey).
National Policy – at a national level the key energy objectives are:
-

Reducing greenhouse gases (carbon reduction);
Providing energy security; and
Maximising economic objectives.

In order to meet these objectives more energy infrastructure is required with an increased
emphasis on energy generation from renewable and low carbon sources.
The Government is committed to the following targets by 2030:
-

A 40% cut in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 levels;
At least a 27% share of renewable energy consumption; and
At least 27% improvement in energy efficiency.

It is understood that the proposals for new nuclear and offshore wind farms are recognised as
being broadly consistent with national targets and objectives on renewable energy and climate
change. In addition, the proposals for inter-continental connectors support the key energy objective
of providing energy security by enabling energy exchange with international partners, in this
instance Belgium and the Netherlands.
Grid Connection and Electricity Supply Issues
Collaboration – there have been ongoing meetings between EDF Energy and the Councils,
between SPR and the Councils and at Suffolk Coastal District Councils behest between EDF
Energy, SPR, National Grid Ventures and National Grid in order to understand, discuss and
potentially address the cumulative impacts to East Suffolk of hosting the numerous energy projects
proposed. In addition, the East Suffolk authorities with the County Council have been meeting with
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Essex County Council and Maldon District Council (Bradwell) to discuss potential synergies
between new nuclear projects and opportunities for collaboration, knowledge sharing and
potentially resource combining.
Given the significant infrastructure required onshore to facilitate these primarily offshore projects
(not the nuclear) consideration should be given to an offshore hub hosting the onshore substation
requirements for all of the projects thus eliminating the massive intrusion into the rural landscape
resulting from the individual projects.
Action required –
Any energy promotor / developer making landfall and grid connection in East Suffolk must work
together and with the Councils to address the cumulative impacts whether beneficial or detrimental
to the host communities.
Consideration should also be given to investing in an offshore hub to host necessary substation
requirements and to avoid adverse significant impact on the rural environment of East Suffolk.
Socio-economic issues
There are potentially significant economic benefits arising from the new nuclear proposal at
Sizewell, however, there have not been significant economic benefits arising from the offshore
wind farms that have been identified to date.
Suffolk and East Suffolk is seeking:
-

High quality jobs;
Supply chain opportunities; and
Longer term jobs – operations and maintenance.

Proposals at Sizewell C new nuclear power station will provide for 900 operational jobs located at
Sizewell, there will be annual sums of millions of pounds into the local economy resulting from
Sizewell C. The onshore wind farm infrastructure and onshore interconnector infrastructure do not
appear to provide for any operational jobs in the local area with the main benefit being in the
operations and maintenance of the wind turbines offshore. Some of this is being provided by the
Port of Lowestoft and it is good to note the increased activity and jobs growth in this town which is
in need of investment. However there is an unacceptable impact on the communities hosting the
new infrastructure that is unlikely to be mitigated and will therefore require significant
compensation.
In addition to seeking economic benefits, there must be an opportunity for the Energy Companies
to work with schools, colleges and the Councils to develop a Skills Strategy aimed at creating:
-

Local apprenticeships and training initiatives;
Work experience opportunities;
Internship opportunities; and
Significant upskilling opportunities.

The Councils are already working closely and collaboratively with EDF Energy in this area and
would welcome further investment and input from Government and the Energy Companies.
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Action required –
Joint working with Government, Energy Companies and Council to develop and invest in a skills
strategy which will benefit the local community and provide schools and colleges with the means to
teach the new skills required to facilitate the energy projects.
Community Issues
Sizewell and its surrounding areas are proposed to be massively impacted by up to five energy
projects over the next 10 – 15 years, including a new nuclear power station, landfall and onshore
infrastructure associated with two offshore wind farms and landfall and infrastructure associated
with two intercontinental connectors. All significant development and only the new nuclear proposal
will result in permanent jobs in the locality and an ongoing supply chain opportunity.
The impact on these communities will need to be assessed, mitigated and compensated for by the
Energy Companies and by Government. This also needs to be considered against the wider
growth opportunities that are being brought forward in East Suffolk.
Action required –
The Energy Companies within their individual Environment Statements should provide supporting
documentation on how the impacts of the onshore construction of their proposals on local
communities can be satisfactorily mitigated. Any disruption caused by a cable route and the laying
of cables must be kept to a minimum.
Where appropriate construction timetables between the projects should be aligned, development
footprints minimised and where appropriate facilities shared such as compounds, highway routes,
haul routes etc. in order to minimise adverse impacts on the local community and businesses.
In-combination effects of all projects regardless of what stage in the process they are must be
considered. It is unacceptable for certain projects not to be assessed because they have yet to be
formally embarked upon given the potential cumulative impacts of these large scale projects.
An appropriate compensation package is to be identified by each individual project to mitigate their
own individual adverse impacts on the local community – residents and businesses, in addition a
cumulative package needs to be assessed addressing and acknowledging the adverse cumulative
impacts of the five projects on this part of East Suffolk and finally a Government led package of
mitigation and compensation to the hosting community in recognition of their sacrifice and adverse
impact resulting from their significant contribution to maintaining the UK’s energy supply.
Environment
The coast at Sizewell is at the narrowest point of the Suffolk Coast and Heaths Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, a national designation, of which East Suffolk is proud and protective.
In addition, there are a suite of landscape and ecological designations on this part of the Suffolk
coast, both onshore and offshore that have the potential to suffer adverse harm from these
projects, in addition to the expected impacts of the construction and operation of Sizewell C.
This area currently hosts the decommissioning Sizewell A Magnox nuclear power station, the
Sizewell B EDF Energy operating nuclear power station, the Greater Gabbard offshore wind farm
onshore substation, the Galloper offshore wind farm, onshore substation and is proposed to host
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the new nuclear power station Sizewell C. This is a significant section of the AONB hosting
industrial and large scale infrastructure on behalf of the country. It is considered by the Councils to
currently be mitigated by significant planting in the vicinity. However, no amount of planting can
successfully mask the nuclear power station buildings.
However, it is considered that co-locating the proposed onshore infrastructure to service the
offshore windfarms and intercontinental interconnectors could have a significant benefit to the
wider environment and community. This conclusion has been reluctantly reached having regard to
the wider issues resulting from locating the infrastructure in the agricultural countryside with greater
impact on residential populations. A benefit of co-locating adjacent to the existing energy
infrastructure at Sizewell is the reduction in residential properties directly impacted by the
proposals. A plan of the proposed location is attached to this letter. It is land currently owned by
EDF Energy and proposed for ecological mitigation in the form of reptile habitat. However, there
are alternative sites that this mitigation and compensation could be located on and therefore it is
considered that the optimum use of this land for the community would be to co-locate the onshore
infrastructure associated with the offshore developments in this location. The land is suitable to
allow re-engineering in order to mitigate the overall height of the structures and there is adequate
available land to provide mitigation in the form of planting. The new buildings will still be visible but
it is considered that with two existing and one proposed nuclear power stations in the background
that this would help to mitigate against the developments as proposed and would ensure that the
industrialisation is kept within close vicinity of each other rather than affecting a wider landscape.
There would need to be significant work undertaken to minimise the adverse impact on the AONB
but overall it is suggested that this could be achieved and that on balance this location within the
AONB would outweigh any other site in the wider countryside in the vicinity.
Further to the socio-economic benefits and dis-benefits associated with such developments, the
cumulative and in-combination effects of the construction of these projects is of particular concern
given the duration and extent of disturbance and disruption to, or severance of, habitats.
This may lead to the disruption, or permanent loss, of Priority Habitats both within and outside the
designated areas, which support the resilience of designated sites and sensitive species, including
European Protected Species.
The area has a high number of nationally designated archaeological sites and listed buildings, and
sites of high archaeological significance and potential. Proposals will have a direct impact upon
surviving below-ground archaeological remains and a setting / visual impact upon above-ground
heritage assets.
Action required –
EDF Energy should be required as statutory provider of energy and landowner to consider
alternative arrangements for ecological mitigation / compensation land, and to consider permitting
the offshore energy providers to co-locate their onshore infrastructure on EDF Energy owned land
adjacent to the existing energy infrastructure including their own existing nuclear power station and
proposed station Sizewell C.
Further detailed work is to be carried out to assess in-combination and cumulative impacts of the
development proposals on the environment as identified previously.
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Wider Economic Growth and Infrastructure requirements
East Suffolk is also embarking upon an ambitious growth programme to support the ambitions of
the New Anglia LEP growth strategy and the wider support necessary to deliver much improved
required transport and other infrastructure.
Embracing the development of the major energy investment helps to articulate the scale of the
opportunity but that comes with some significant challenges in terms of coordinating and delivering
the development in the right way for the investors but also for the host communities.
The East Suffolk Council’s Local Plans will be aiming to deliver a minimum of 21000 homes by
2036, many of which are predicated on the jobs requirements of the energy businesses. In addition
the east Suffolk area hosts the Port of Felixstowe which handles 44% of all container traffic imports
into the UK. It needs to expand and update its facilities. This will also need improved transport
connectivity along the A14/A12 and east rail. The energy developments will also have to utilise
these routes for access for their construction vehicles. The offshore wind, as mentioned earlier, is
having a positive impact on the regeneration of Lowestoft. Lowestoft is seeing investment in its port
and related business but also CEFAS are redeveloping their premises with a £20m new
development that will allow it to grow as well as develop incubator businesses too.
Action Required Whilst the above summary only really scratches the surface of the economic opportunities that the
three councils are looking to deliver it is hoped it provides an indication of our ambition but also the
challenges we face. It is in all our interests to facilitate these developments but it is requiring a
planned coordinated approach with appropriate interventions as necessary to ensure that the
sequencing of development and delivery of mitigation and compensations is properly and fully
considered.
Summary
In summary, the Councils want to support the energy infrastructure proposed in East Suffolk but to
date have not been given the confidence that to do so would not result in unacceptable harm to the
local environment and the existing communities.
The potential for economic benefits in relation to the offshore proposals have to date not been
demonstrated as being significant enough to outweigh the disruption and longer term adverse
impact on the local environment and communities. There has been to date inadequate
demonstration by Energy Companies that their proposals would be adequately mitigated and there
has been no discussion to date on compensation for the residual harm which will arrive from all of
the Energy Projects proposed, on the communities, residents, businesses, environment and in
particular the designated landscape and coastline.
The Councils want to be able to support such proposals in the vicinity of Sizewell, but to do so,
need to be convinced that such developments can be appropriately accommodated in a suitable
location and that adequate mitigation and compensation will be forthcoming in particular for the
local communities.
We welcome the opportunity to work closely with Government and the promotors and developers
in relation to this sensitive and significant matter and would welcome a meeting at your earliest
convenience.
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This letter will be copied to:
1. Stephen Speed, Director, Civil Nuclear and Resilience Directorate, BEIS
2. Simon Ridley, Director General, Decentralisation and Growth
3. National Grid
4. Planning Inspectorate
5. UK Power Networks
6. EDF Energy
7. Scottish Power Renewables
8. National Grid Ventures
9. Dr Daniel Poulter MP Central Suffolk and North Ipswich
10. Peter Aldous MP Waveney
11. Dr Therese Coffey MP Suffolk Coastal
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Onshore Study Area and Potential Substations Zones
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Summary of Onshore Substation Site Selection RAG Methodology & Matrices
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Summary of Onshore Substation Site Selection RAG Methodology & Matrices

The purpose of this note is to provide a summary of the methodology, assessment and matrices
associated with the Red Amber Green (RAG) scoring in the Onshore Substations Site Selection RAG
Assessment report (to be provided in full with the Preliminary Environmental Impact Report Chapter 4
Site Selection and Assessment of Alternatives).
Methodology
A Red / Amber / Green (RAG) methodology has been used to inform site selection. This is considered
appropriate to compare a number of sites for similar infrastructure, given the ability to capture and
classify the main differentiating issues in 3 fundamental categories. A RAG assessment of this type
enables a clear and direct comparison between each site.
Development considerations captured within the RAG assessment include archaeology / heritage,
ecology, landscape, hydrology and hydrogeology, engineering, community, landscape and visual,
property and planning. These were assessed by a team of specialists comprising engineers,
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) consultants, landscape, archaeology and ecological experts
throughout the site selection process. This was undertaken using the RAG system which ranks the
influence of the consideration on future development, either using defined parameters, professional
judgement, or assessing the issue relative to the other potential options.
RAG is a standard assessment tool used in the pre-EIA process to assess the potential risks to proposed
development options.
Each development consideration is given a score of Red / Amber / Green. These scores indicate the
adverse or positive attributes to development respectively. The specific definition of each Red / Amber /
Green category is detailed in Appendix A. It should be noted that if a site is awarded a Red score, this
will not necessarily prevent an option being taken forward as preferred into the next stage if, overall, it
performs better than others.
The surveys and desk-based investigations undertaken to date and the performance of the options
relative to one another, along with professional judgement, have influenced the criteria of the Red /
Amber / Green as well as the scores given. Information about the considerations is provided within the
individual cells of the RAG assessment tables.
The method presents all the identified development considerations equally, i.e. there is no weighting of
different development considerations relative to each other. Whilst any weighting is not incorporated in
the RAG assessment findings, professional judgement, specific guidance and feedback through the
consultation process is taken into consideration to inform decisions.
Assessment
Feedback from the previous East Anglia ONE and East Anglia THREE developments indicated that
onshore substations for different projects, accessing the same national grid connection point, should
30 May 2018
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preferably be located together. However, a process was undertaken to identify a preferred location in
which to locate a single onshore substation so that all potential onshore substation locations could be
assessed individually under the RAG scoring system. The development considerations were:









Archaeology;
Ecology and nature conservation;
Landscape and visual;
Hydrogeology and flood risk;
Engineering and design;
Community;
Property; and
Planning

The RAG assessment has been undertaken for each of the onshore substation site options individually
(E1, E1a, E2, E2a, E3, E3a, E4, E4a, W1, W1a, W2, W2a, W3, W3a). Criteria selected for the RAG
assessment are based on criteria for judging environmental parameter capacity and sensitivity, for
example proximity to, susceptibility, sensitivity / presence of environmental receptors and opportunities
for mitigation. Each criterion is given a score of Red / Amber / Green, indicating the relative scale of
adverse or beneficial attributes to siting development, of the nature proposed, in each location. RAG
assessment scores are based on professional judgement, desk study and a field survey visit to each site
location.
Onshore substation site options to the west of Leiston (W1, W1a, W2, W2a, W3 and W3a) will require a
cable route from landfall to substation that crosses the Aldeburgh Road. Initial high-level engineering
review of Aldeburgh Road cannot identify a suitable crossing point for a cable route that would not
require the removal of woodland. As such, a Red score will be attributed to the “Proximity to mature
woodland” parameter for all western NG substation site options (i.e. west of Aldeburgh Road) as this is in
conflict with one of SPR’s site selection principles to not interact with mature woodland
Summary Table of SPR Substation RAG Assessment
By summing the combined substation Red / Amber / Green scores for each onshore substation site
option individually, the scoring for each substation zone is totalled.

Zone E1
Zone E2
Zone E3
Zone E4
Zone W1
Zone W2
Zone W3

2 x red
3 x red
8 x red
9 x red
2 x red
2 x red
3 x red

18 x yellow
21 x yellow
12 x yellow
10 x yellow
7 x yellow
15 x yellow
16 x yellow

26 x green
22 x green
26 x green
27 x green
37 x green
29 x green
27 x green

The RAG assessment did not complete the decision-making process for substation site selection.
Following the RAG assessment, Zone E1, Zone E2 and all of the western sites scored below three red
scores in the RAG assessment and therefore all of these zones were recommended for further
investigation (as outlined at Friston Working Group presentation – AONB impact appraisal study; AONB
planning policy legal discussions; traffic & access feasibility study; further landscape & visual site visits
and appraisal) and discussion with statutory consultees.
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Appendix A – RAG Assessment Criteria
Definitions of Red / Amber / Green for development considerations – SPR onshore substations
Consideration

Criteria

Source / survey

Archaeology
Proximity to National
Designations (SMs, grade 1
Listed Buildings)

Amber = <500m

Proximity to Regional
Designations – Local Historic
Environment Records, grade II
Listed Buildings

Amber = <500m

Green = >500m (or <500m but
screened)

Green = >500m (or <500m but
screened)

MAGIC

MAGIC

Ecology
Proximity to National
Designations – SSSI / SPA

Amber = <500m

Proximity to Local Designations –
Local Nature Reserves (LNR) /
Suffolk County Wildlife Site

Amber = <500m

Proximity to mature woodland

Green = >500m

Green = >500m
Red = Encroaching into
woodland
Amber = <500m

MAGIC

MAGIC

OPEN site selection desk based
assessment / site visit

Green = >500m
Landscape
Red = Higher potential identified
Potential to affect the special
qualities of the AONB

Proximity to Special Landscape
Areas (SLA)

Amber = Moderate
Green = Lower
Amber = If present within the
sector, local authority level policy
applies

Opportunity to utilise existing
features for screening

Amber = Moderate
Green = Lower
Amber = Reduced identified
opportunity
Green = Assessment identified
opportunity
Red = Higher identified sensitivity

Visual sensitivity to development

Amber = Moderate
Green = Lower
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OPEN site selection desk based
assessment / site visit

Green = Absent
Red = Higher identified sensitivity

Landscape character and
sensitivity to development

OPEN site selection desk based
assessment / site visit

OPEN site selection desk based
assessment / site visit

OPEN site selection desk based
assessment / site visit

OPEN site selection desk based
assessment / site visit
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Consideration

Criteria

Source / survey

Hydrology / hydrogeology
Proximity to licenced abstraction
points
Presence of potentially
contaminated land

Red = <50m
Amber = <100m

Environment Agency

Green = >100m
Amber = Present
Green = Absent

Envirocheck

Red = Sector falls within Inner
zone
Source Protection Zone

Amber = Sector falls within the
Outer zone

Environment Agency

Green = Outside all zones
Red = <50m
Proximity to fluvial flood risk

Amber = <500m

Environment Agency

Green = No flood risk
Engineering

Site efficiency

Amber = No identified ability to
co-locate substation and NG
asset

SPR engineering team

Green = Option to co-locate

Highway access (construction
and operational)

Red = Major constraints
identified in regards to gaining
access
Amber = Minor constraints to
gaining access

OS 10k colour raster mapping

Green = No constraints to access
Proximity to high voltage
electrical transmission
infrastructure (overhead lines)

Red = >1km
Amber = 500m – 1km

OS 10k colour raster mapping

Green = <500m

Community
Red = Residential properties
within 50m
Presence of residential
properties

Amber = Properties located
within close proximity (<250m)

OS 10k colour raster mapping

Green = No residential properties
within 250m
PRoW / National trails (NT)

Amber = PRoW / NT within close
proximity of (<100m), or crossing
site

ERoY database

Green = No trails within 100m of
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Consideration

Criteria

Source / survey

site
Red = Grade 1
Agricultural Land Classification

Amber = Grades 2 and 3

Natural England

Green = Grades 4 and 5
Red = Within 50m
Sensitive land uses (schools and
hospitals)

Amber = Within close proximity
(<250m)

EDUdatabase

Green = None present within
250m

Property

Number of landowners

Amber = < 1 landownerships at
site
Green = Site within one
landownership

SPR land team

Planning
Current planning applications or
knowledge of other
developments
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Amber = Presence of other
proposed developments which
may affect siting

SPR land team

Green = No proposed
developments
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RAG assessment – SPR substation results
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Appendix 6
Extracts from the Galloper Wind Farm Project Environmental Statement

Galloper Wind Farm Project
Environmental Statement – Chapter 6: Site Selection and
Alternatives
October 2011
Document Reference – 5.2.6

Galloper Wind Farm Limited

Galloper Wind Farm
Final Report

9V3083/R01/303424/Exet
Chapter 6 – Page 31

October 2011

Galloper Wind Farm
Final Report

9V3083/R01/303424/Exet
Chapter 6 – Page 20

October 2011

Table 6.4

Appraisal of long list of GWF compound site options
OPTION

CONSTRAINTS

CRITERIA

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Amber = <0.5km,

350m

adj.

2650m

1200m

930m

500m

900m

400m

450m

300m

Red = within, Amber = <0.2km,

250m

adj.

680m

580m

500m

900m

400m

450m

220m

Nature conservation
Proximity to international NC designation (Ramsar,
SPA or SAC)
Proximity to national NC designation (SSSI, NNR)
Hydrology and flood risk
Proximity to areas at risk from flooding (Zone 2)

Red = within, Green = not within

Landscape
Site located within a designated landscape (AONB)

Amber = within, Green = not
within

Development proposal broadly compatible with the

Amber = not compatible, Green

local landscape character

= compatible

Proximity to existing industrial landscape

Amber = distant, clear = close,
Green = very close

Visual amenity
Consistently visible from primary vehicular routes

Amber = consistently visible,

within 2km

Green = not consistently visible

Consistently visible from PRoW (within 1km)
Visible from principal settlements
Visible from dwellings within 1km

Amber = consistently visible,
Green = not consistently visible
Amber = visible, Green = not
visible
Amber = visible, Green = not
visible

Galloper Wind Farm
Final Report

9V3083/R01/303424/Exet
Chapter 6 – Page 21

October 2011

Landscape & visual mitigation opportunities
Opportunity for sensitive cut and fill
Opportunity to utilise the existing planting framework
Opportunity for additional planting

, Green = opportunity, Amber =
no opportunity
Green = opportunity, Amber =
no opportunity
Green = opportunity, Amber =
no opportunity

Archaeology & cultural heritage
Proximity to Scheduled Monuments and Listed

Amber = <0.5km, Clear = 0.5-

Buildings

1km, Green = >1km

2500

2150m

320m

1800m

1530m

1350m

900m

750m

270m

1600m

160m

120m

2300m

750m

1100m

170m

200m

230m

830m

1650m

900m

880m

3100m

1800m

2100m

2000m

2700m

2800m

3300m

2250m

m

Traffic & access
Highway access

Amber = poor, Clear =
acceptable, Green = good

Distance & constraints to connection point
Proximity to existing NGET Infrastructure (Sizewell PS

Amber = >1km, Clear = 0.5-1km,

or 400kV OHL)

Green = <0.5km

Physical/technical constraints between connection

Amber = significant constraints,

point & option (e.g. roads, settlements, industry,

Clear = acceptable constraints,

floodplain)

Green = none

Environmental constraints between connection point &
option (e.g. nature conservation designations, habitats)

Amber = significant constraints,
Clear = acceptable constraints,
Green = none

Distance & constraints to landfall point
Proximity to landfall point/area
Physical/technical constraints between option location
& landfall (e.g. roads, settlements, industry, floodplain)

Amber = >2km, Clear = 1-2km,
Green = <1km
Amber = significant constraints,
Clear = acceptable constraints,
Green = none

Environmental constraints between option location &

Amber = significant constraints,

landfall (e.g. nature conservation designations,

Clear = acceptable constraints,
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habitats)

Green = none

Appraisal
Y = carry forward to Step 9, N =
discount

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Key
Showstopper
Adverse option attribute
Appraisal result

Neutral option attribute
Positive option attribute [note 1]

Notes
1. Positive option attribute is with respect to option selection process, does not imply a beneficial environmental impact
2. Distances approximate and taken from centre point of option to site boundary of designation/feature
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Introduction
1. To assess and compare potential onshore substations sites Scottish Power Renewables (SPR) and
the National Grid (NG) used a Red/ Amber/ Green (RAG) assessment approach. RAG
assessments were carried out separately for potential SPR substation sites (serving East Anglia
ONE North & East Anglia TWO) and NG substation sites. The criteria were almost identical.1
Substation Action Save East Suffolk (SASES) have instructed Michelle Bolger Expert Landscape
Consultancy (MBELC) to review the criteria used within the RAG assessments and their
application.
2. Appendix 1 to this Note contains the relevant RAG criteria and their application with regard to
the scoring of the site options near Friston. For the SPR substations the relevant site references
were ‘Options 7/7A’ and ‘NG7’ for the NG substation. We have set out below our comments
with regards to each criterion and where relevant commented on any issues with its
application.

1

‘site efficiency’ was only used in the SPR assessments and not the NG assessment

1

Comments on RAG Criteria & Application
Potential to affect the special qualities of the AONB
3. Criterion is considered to be appropriate.
Proximity to Special Landscape Areas (SLA)
4. Criterion is considered to be appropriate however we are concerned that it has not been
applied consistently. The impact of the proposed cable route connection on this criterion with
regard to site options in the west of the Study Area (including Options 7/7A) was not identified.
This cable route connection option runs across the Hundred Valley SLA. The tree loss caused by
the cable route was accounted for under the criteria ‘proximity to mature woodland’ for all
applicable options but this is not the same as acknowledging the impact on the SLA’s overall
landscape qualities.
Landscape character and sensitivity to development
5. To be consistent with GLVIA3 the title of this landscape criterion should have been Landscape
Character and Susceptibility not sensitivity. This is because landscape sensitivity as defined by
GLVIA3 is derived from: ‘combining judgements about susceptibility [of the landscape] to the
type of change or development proposed and the value attached to the landscape’.2 (See
Appendix 2 for definitions of susceptibility and value). Value has therefore been double
counted, as a value judgement it is also intrinsically part of the AONB/SLA criteria.
6. Options 8/8A scored Amber against Landscape character and sensitivity to development
whereas Options 7/7A scored Green. The RAG assessment specifically acknowledges that the
landscape character area (LCA) in which Options 8/8A are located is less susceptibility to
substation development than the LCA in which Options 7/7A are located. Despite this Options
8/8A scored Amber, because it is within the AONB and the value of the AONB has been counted
again, whilst Options 7/7A scored Green.3 The difference between the two sites is their
proximity to the AONB and this has already been recognised in response to the criterion
Potential to affect the special qualities of the AONB. It should not have been allowed to ‘leak
into’ this assessment as well.
7. We are also concerned that the Landscape character and sensitivity to development criterion
does not appear to have been applied consistently or fairly. This is particularly evident in a
comparison of Options 6/6A and Options 7/7A. Both Options are in the same LCA but Options
6/6A scored Amber whereas Options 7/7A scored Green. The assessment of Options 7/7A refers

2

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 88, Paragraph 5.39

3

East Anglia ONE North Offshore Windfarm, Environmental Statement Volume 3, Appendix 4.2, Table C.1

2

to detracting influences, such as the A12 road and ‘intrusion of suburbanisation’. Neither of
these factors are relevant to Options 7/7A. At the same time there is no description of the
local landscape context at Friston which is relevant to Options 7/7A.
8. We assume the A12/suburbanisation are referenced because they are relevant to the overall
LCA in which Options 7/7A are located (the Ancient Estate Claylands LCA). However, these
same influences have not been referenced in the assessment of Options 6/6A which is also
within the Ancient Estate Claylands LCA. Furthermore, unlike 7/7A the assessment of Options
6/6A does highlight the local landscape context of Options 6/6A.
9. It is significant that in the RAG assessment of the NG sites (which was undertaken separately
but using the same criteria) NG7 (at Friston) scored Amber. The accompanying text is worded
almost exactly the same as that undertaken for Options 7/7A, the SPR substations. We assume
therefore that the Green scoring of the SPR substations, Options 7/7A, is a mistake as similar
sites have been scored higher and there is no explanation why Options 7/7A should be scored
lower.
Opportunity to utilise existing features for screening &
Visual sensitivity to development
10. Both criterions rely upon an assessment of the screening provided around a site and the
‘potential to mitigate the visual effects’. At Friston the woodland around the site is
referenced under both criteria and appears to have been a key factor in Options 7/7A scoring
green for both. We are concerned that the basis on which the criteria have been assessed are
very similar and amounts to double counting.
11. We are also concerned that this criterion also does not appear to have been applied
consistently. For example, it is unclear why Options 6/6A scored Amber with regard to ‘visual
sensitivity to development’ whilst Options 7/7A were assessed as Green. Both are located in
open countryside, near to settlement, and contain PRoWs and in this respect have similar visual
sensitivity to development. Locally, Options 7/7A are described as highly visible whereas
visibility of 6/6A is described as more limited. The assertion that the existing overhead lines
have a ‘strong influence’ over visual amenity for Options 7/7A is considered to be an
exaggeration. No description is provided of the attractive views such as views towards Friston
Church whereas the description of Options 6/6A highlights the area’s ‘distinctive character’.
12. As with the landscape criterion, the RAG assessment for the NG7 substation site, also located
north of Friston, scored Amber with regard to ‘visual sensitivity to development’. It not logical
that there should be a difference between the two assessments and there is no explanation of
the discrepancy.

3

Proximity to Mature Woodland
13. This criterion is the only one to consider the impact on vegetation, but its scope, focusing only
on mature woodland, is considered to be unduly limited. For a project of this scale and nature
a criterion should have been included/ or this criterion amended to consider the potential
impact on other vegetation such as important hedgerows. Without considering other
vegetation, the RAG assessment failed to recognise the potential of Options 7/7A/NG7 to have
a particularly harmful impact on the vegetation framework north of Friston.
PRoW/NTs
14. Only a Green or Amber score was possible against this criterion. The RAG assessment should
have included a Red score to acknowledge sites which sever a PRoW such as Option 7. A wider
consideration of the overall impact of the development on PRoWs (e.g. resulting from access
roads etc), not just the substation site specifically, should have also been considered.
Missing Criteria
15. The following considerations were not included in the RAG criteria and should have been:
•

The overall amount of land required (or development footprint). This is significantly
greater for sites in the west of the study area (e.g. Options 7/7A) compared to those in
the east due to the land required for the cable route.

•

Relationship to settlements. This is a significant omission particularly in the case of the
Friston options.

•

Local landscape character. It is not appropriate to focus only on LCAs which was the
case for Option 7/7A.

•

Highways access was considered but not in terms of the length of access road required
and its impact on the landscape resource. As such options 7, 7A and NG7 scored Green
for highway access even though they require an excessively long access road, 1,700m.

•

The impact on important views and landmarks such as views towards Friston Church
were not considered and this is another significant omission.

4

Comments on Methodology
16. We note the following concerns regarding the RAG methodology more generally.
•

The RAG Methodology states that ‘RAG is a standard assessment tool used in the pre-EIA
process to assess the potential risks to proposed development options’4 (emphasis
added). Whilst it is entirely correct that SPR/ NG need to ‘assess the potential risks to
proposed development options’ it is not the same exercise as assessing the potential
environmental impacts of development options, which ought to be a separate exercise. If
considered at the same time as the consideration of potential environmental impacts, it has
the potential to contaminate the process and the results.

•

No RAG assessment considered the impacts of all three substations in one location as the
RAG assessments were undertaken separately for the SPR and NG substations. ES Appendix
4.2 explains that there was no RAG assessment which considered the impact of co-locating
three substations on one site:
‘This report does not provide a recommendation for preferred co-location of SPR
substations and a NG substation as the issue of cumulative impact and capacity of
the landscape to accommodate three substation sites of the size proposed is not
considered in the RAG assessment – the relative merits of each site is assessed
individually, to inform which areas to explore further as part of the site search.

The RAG assessment does not consider the combined effect / suitability of colocating three substation sites for EA1N, EA2 and NG AIS together in one
location. This would require a different scoring/RAG assessment’.5 (Emphasis
added)
Reference is made to a ‘landscape capacity study’ looking at the cumulative impact of
locating three substations together undertaken after the site selection stage. We have not
yet reviewed the capacity study in detail but will do as part of our ongoing review work.
•

A number of criteria could not score Red (only Amber or Green). Therefore, the conclusion
in the RAG methodology that all criteria (considerations) were treated equally is incorrect.6
Of particular relevance to Friston is the fact that a Red score was omitted from the scoring

4

East Anglia ONE North Offshore Windfarm, Environmental Statement Volume 3, Appendix 4.2, Paragraph 26

5

East Anglia ONE North Offshore Windfarm, Environmental Statement Volume 3, Appendix 4.2, Paragraph 53

6

East Anglia ONE North Offshore Windfarm, Environmental Statement Volume 1, Chapter 04, Paragraph 126
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used to assess impacts on PRoW. The Friston site is one of only two that would actually
sever a PRoW; an impact which we consider should have warranted a Red score.
•

The original RAG assessment was based on an assessment of broad development zones or
areas of search. It is not clear when the assessment changed to an assessment of the
substation options shown in ES Appendix 4.2 Figure 3.2 which are for specific substation
sites.

•

ES Appendix 4.2 Figure 4.1. shows that the assessment of NG substation option at Friston
was for a different location to that which is now proposed. It is shown further north and
west from its proposed location and Friston village.

Conclusion
17. The RAG assessment is flawed because it:
•

Failed to include key criteria such as local landscape character and the relationship to
settlement.

•

Inconsistently applied criteria.

•

Contains double counting.

•

Weighted certain criteria differently without explanation (e.g. no Red score for PRoWs)

•

Did not consider all three substations together.

•

Was an exercise focused on assessing ‘the potential risks to proposed development options’
rather than the potential impacts of proposed development options.

18. The findings of the RAG assessment are therefore considered to be unsound and should not
have been relied upon to inform the next stage of the substations site selection process.
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Appendix 1: Considerations and Criteria used in RAG Assessment
The following table provides the ‘considerations’ and ‘criteria’ used within each RAG
assessment as stated in ES Appendix 4.2 Appendix B. Also provided are the reasons for the
inclusion (‘why this criteria?’) of the specified landscape considerations and the RAG
assessment scores for each consideration as stated in Appendix C Table C.1 (SPR substations)
and Appendix D Table D.1 (NG substation).
Consideration

Reason for Inclusion

Criteria

RAG Scores for

(SPR/NG)

(SPR/NG)

(SPR/NG)

Friston Substation
Options (SPR/NG)

Landscape
Potential to affect

Special qualities of the AONB are

Red = Higher

the special qualities

the qualities against which

potential identified

of the AONB

landscape effects of development
would be measured.

Amber = Moderate

SPR 7 = Green
SPR 7a = Green
NG 7 = Green

Green = Lower
Proximity to

SLA designation is identified in

Amber = If

Special Landscape

SCDC LDP and is an indicator of

present within

Areas (SLA)

potential local landscape (scenic)

the sector, local

value.

authority level

SPR 7 = Green
SPR 7a = Green
NG 7 = Green

policy applies
Green = Absent
Landscape character Identification of the LCA in which

Red = Higher

and sensitivity to

development is located and an

identified

development

initial judgement about the

sensitivity

sensitivity of the site in this LCA (in
terms of its overall character, its
quality and condition) and any
individual landscape elements that

Amber =

SPR 7 = Green
SPR 7a = Green
NG 7 = Amber

Moderate
Green = Lower

are sensitive to development.
Opportunity to

Scope for mitigating potential

Amber = Reduced

utilise existing

visual impacts and likelihood that

identified

features for

changes could be mitigated, for

opportunity

SPR 7 = Green
SPR 7a = Green
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Consideration

Reason for Inclusion

Criteria

RAG Scores for

(SPR/NG)

(SPR/NG)

(SPR/NG)

Friston Substation
Options (SPR/NG)

screening and

example through utilising existing

Green =

modify/mitigate

woodland features to screen

Assessment

visual impacts

development, potential to plant

identified

trees to screen development, or

opportunity

NG 7 = Amber

create appropriate landscape
design proposals that integrate
the development with the
landscape.
Visual sensitivity

Judgement of the visual

Red = Higher

to development

sensitivity of each site, in terms

identified

of its general visibility and

sensitivity

potential scope to mitigate the
visual effects of any change that
might take place. Visibility will be
a function particularly of the

Amber =
Moderate

SPR 7 = Green
SPR 7a = Green
NG 7 = Amber

Green = Lower

landform and of the presence of
potentially screening land cover,
especially trees and woodland. It
will also be a reflection of the
numbers of people/sensitivity of
receptors who are likely to
perceive the landscape and any
changes that occur in it, whether
they are residents, road users,
walkers or visitors.
Ecology
Proximity to mature
woodland

No explanation.

Red = Higher
potential
identified
Amber =

SPR 7 = Red
SPR 7a = Red
NG 7 = Red
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Consideration

Reason for Inclusion

Criteria

RAG Scores for

(SPR/NG)

(SPR/NG)

(SPR/NG)

Friston Substation
Options (SPR/NG)

Moderate
Green = Lower
Community
PRoW / National
trails (NT)

No explanation.

Amber = PRoW /
NT within close
proximity of
(<100m), or
crossing site

SPR 7 = Green
SPR 7a = Amber
NG 7 = Amber

Green = No trails
within 100m of
site

9

Appendix 2: Definitions of Landscape Sensitivity
19. Landscape sensitivity as defined by GLVIA3 is is derived from: ‘combining judgements about
susceptibility [of the landscape] to the type of change or development proposed and the value
attached to the landscape’.7
•

The susceptibility to change of a landscape is: ‘the ability of the landscape receptor
(whether it be the overall character or quality/condition of a particular landscape type
or areas, or an individual element and/or feature, or a particular aesthetic and
perceptual aspect) to accommodate the proposed development without undue
consequences for the maintenance of the baseline situation and/or the achievement of
landscape planning policies and strategies’.8

•

Landscape Value ‘the relative value that is attached to different landscapes by society,
bearing in mind that a landscape may be valued by different stakeholders for a variety
of reasons...A review of existing landscape designations is usually the starting point in
understanding landscape value but the value attached to undesignated landscapes also
needs to be carefully considered’.9
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Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 88, Paragraph 5.40
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Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2013, Page 80, Paragraph 5.19
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